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Preface

A modern air transportation system can provide strong service capacity to meet the 
needs of various potential users. To meet the different needs of different users for 
services, the modern air transport system uses advanced technology, equipment, 
facilities, operation rules, and procedures, and is managed by well-trained, skilled, 
and well-educated people. Compared with other transportation modes such as 
highway, railway, and sea transportation, air transportation is a system with high 
efficiency and high cost and is very sensitive to the changes of internal and external 
factors.

This book focuses on the investigation of management and control of air  traffic. 
It includes the following chapters:  “Introductory Chapter: Management and 
Control of Air Traffic”,  “Key Aspects of Occupational Health and Safety towards 
Efficiency and Performance in Air Traffic Management”, “Deep Learning Network 
for Classifying Target of Same Shape using RCS Time Series”, “Behavioral Modeling 
Paradigm for More Electric Aircraft Power Electronic Converters”, “Online 
Estimation of Terminal Airspace Sector Capacity from ATC Workload”, “Human 
Factors Quality Control in Air Traffic” and the chapter on “Understanding Aviation 
English: Challenges and Opportunities in NLP Applications for Indian Languages”.

I hope this book will help readers to better understand the management and control 
of air traffic.

Longbiao Li
Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics,

Nanjing, PR China
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: 
Management and Control  
of Air Traffic
Longbiao Li

1. Introduction

After the World War I, a large number of aircraft serving the war turned to civil 
use. France and Britain successively established airlines, forming an aviation network 
connecting countries centered on Europe. During the World War II, aviation technol-
ogy developed rapidly, which laid a solid foundation for the development of civil 
aviation after the war. B707 is the first generation of jet airliner. Since then, many 
second-generation jet airliners have appeared in the 1960s, with representative mod-
els of B727 and IL 62. In the 1970s, the third-generation jetliner with wide fuselage 
represented by B747 appeared. The “Concorde” supersonic aircraft jointly developed 
by Britain and France was officially put into operation on January 21, 1976. However, 
due to many factors such as high fuel consumption, short range, serious noise pol-
lution, and high operating cost, the “Concorde” aircraft announced its retirement 
in October 2003. In recent decades, with the rapid development of civil aircraft, its 
safety, economy, and comfort have been greatly improved. All this comes from the 
extensive use of composite structures and the upgrading of airborne equipment.

A modern air transportation system can provide very strong service capacity 
to meet the different needs of various potential users [1, 2]. To meet the different 
needs of different users for services, the modern air transport system uses advanced 
technology, equipment, facilities, operation rules, and procedures, and is managed 
by well-trained, skilled, and well-educated people. Compared with other transpor-
tation modes such as highway, railway and sea transportation, air transportation 
system is a system with high efficiency, high cost, and very sensitive to the changes 
of internal and external factors.

2. Characteristics of air traffic management and control

Air traffic management is a safe, economic, efficient, dynamic, and compre-
hensive management of air traffic and airspace. The first-generation of air traffic 
management is characterized by land-based air traffic control equipment, including 
land-based communication, navigation, and monitoring equipment. The second-
generation air traffic management integrates satellite communication, navigation, 
and monitoring technologies, improves the processing and transmission of infor-
mation, expands the scope of monitoring, and improves the navigation accuracy 
through the global navigation satellite system, to reduce the spacing between 
aircraft and increase the capacity of airspace. The future navigation system is a 
complex global system, which is related to many business categories and interests, 
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such as national defense, homeland security, air traffic, commercial and general 
aviation, commercial aerospace transportation, passenger and cargo transportation, 
military flight, and airport. The types of aircraft operating in the future environ-
ment will not only increase, but also the performance envelope will become wider, 
and it is also required to operate in the same airspace, which increases the complex-
ity of air traffic management. The sustainable development and growth of aviation 
require environmental protection and reduce the adverse impact of noise and 
emissions on air quality. Even with the increase of air traffic, it will be significantly 
reduced compared with today. At the same time, it is also necessary to mitigate the 
impact of aviation on water quality, energy use, and climate.

3. Summary and conclusion

As air traffic grows, so does the need for efficient, globally harmonized 
and interoperable Air Traffic Management (ATM). A structured and globally 
harmonized ATM framework, supported by a cost-effective and sustainable 
Communications, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) infrastructure, should be 
developed in the future.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 2

Key Aspects of Occupational 
Health and Safety towards 
Efficiency and Performance in Air 
Traffic Management
Dimitrios Dimitriou and Stylianos Zantanidis

Abstract

This paper/chapter deals with the key drivers for adopting and developing an 
Occupational Health and Safety System (OHS) with a special focus on air traffic 
management and traffic controller’s workplace. A such system includes regulation 
and legal compliance procedures, actions and monitoring for ensuring workplace 
safety, incentives and motivation for the air traffic controller and associate person-
nel health and wellbeing. By a systemic approach, the key characteristics of OHS 
towards air traffic management are presented, highlighting the key aspects for 
implementing a quality management system in air traffic control, which is the 
cornerstone of airport operation efficiency and productivity on one hand; and the 
nature of job  and the intensive working environment is well recognised. Based on 
air traffic providers functional analysis the key occupational aspects for air traffic 
control are taken into consideration, providing the benefits for implementing qual-
ity management systems (QMS) and OHS is real business. Conventional wisdom is 
to highlight the importance for establishing and incorporating a modern custom-
made OHS system in accordance with the requirements addressed by OHSAS 18001 
to develop and implement a QMS for air traffic services. Contribution of this paper 
is to highlight the key priorities for managers and decision makers in field of air 
traffic services providers, depicting ways and recommendation for adopting an 
efficient path for implementing OHS in a QMS environment.

Keywords: occupational health and safety, air traffic management, quality 
management, performance management

1. Introduction

In general, Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) deals with the provision of 
safe and secure working conditions for all employees of a company or business 
units. Institutionally, occupational safety refers to the comprehensive safety efforts, 
plans, and implementations throughout the entire organization, considering health 
and safety risks for the employees driven by both sides the inside working and the 
outside business environment. Especially for the air traffic providers, due to the 
complexity and multitasking air traffic controlling procedures, the dedicated infra-
structures, and high use of electronic equipment, as well as their communication 
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interrelationship with different functions of airport business, the need for evalua-
tion, review, and secure OHS is essential.

The investment in personnel expertise, skills, and abilities are essential for 
air traffic providers, considering the special skills and abilities are required for 
delivering air traffic control services. Therefore, for air traffic providers, even 
in units/airports that the volume of traffic controllers is not large, there is a 
tendency for shifting from personal OHS responsibility delivered by managers to 
a more horizontal and institutional action providing harmonization achieved by 
institutional safety framework promoting innovation and standardization across 
this business sector. This clearly demonstrates the significance of complete OHS, 
where the term “total” denotes that safety issues must be considered at all levels 
of the organization and in all operations, without dismissing or eliminating any 
organizational, production, or service-related issues.

The commitment of public and private organizations to improve their  
competitiveness through service or product quality has resulted in the need for a new 
management system that considers their operations. Moreover, different approaches 
are required due to the diversity of production processes and business sectors. 
The increase in these requirements has highlighted the importance of a systematic 
approach to dealing with them. In numerous cases, the practice has shown that mod-
ern management standards for the development of relevant management systems 
can provide efficient and effective operation and a working environment while also 
having the inherent ability to support continuous quality improvement [1].

When an organization has a quality management system (QMS) in place, it can 
provide the proper context for a systematic approach to standardizing aspects such 
as quality, environmental protection, occupational health and safety, social respon-
sibility, and possibly many others. A QMS frequently shares various stakeholders, 
resources, and processes; thus, system integration is critical for organizations to 
save time, effort, cost, and resources [2].

The drivers for implementing an appropriate Occupational Health and Safety 
(OHS) System within the operational framework of an existing QMS can be classi-
fied as regulatory, financial, marketing, operational, and social. The most impor-
tant motivations for them include complying with the legal framework, ensuring 
workplace safety, personnel health and motivation, responding to government 
appeals, and remaining competitive or gaining a competitive advantage [3].

It is noteworthy that the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
guidelines and obligations, as well as other aviation institutions’ recommendations 
and regulations, highlight a continuing trend of air transport growth in Europe in 
many reports. Air Navigation Services Providers’ (ANSPs’) operational and adminis-
trative efficiency and effectiveness are critical to the quality of air traffic management 
(ATM). The Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) of ANSPs operational workplace 
is one of the main parameters that support the quality of services and plays an impor-
tant role in the new era of air transport development and sustainable aviation growth.

The OHS management system is at the top of the agenda in relevant national and 
international discussions, particularly in countries where aviation growth is directly 
related to productivity, the attractiveness and competitiveness of the business 
environment, and economic stability. This paper deals with the framework and the 
characteristics of the two management systems (QMS and OHS). It is presented the 
needs and the challenges to improve OHS in the management systems of ANSPs, by 
implementing a modern OHS system based on relevant international standards and 
best practices. By a systemic analysis, the characteristics of QMS and OHS are given, 
providing the benefits towards integration and highlighting the main objective to 
develop an OHS system adapted to the operational characteristics and the quality 
management system of the Hellenic Air Navigation Services Provider (HANSP).
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2. Quality management system objectives and outputs

2.1 Definitions and key principles

Quality management system (QMS) is a collection of all the actions are concerned 
with the quality decisions of an enterprise or business unit. It is a procedural manual 
associate with tools and applications that impact the development and delivery 
processes, services, and products. Therefore, QMS could be defined as “the manual” 
that clarify responsibilities in the organizational chart but also inside each business 
unit, illustrate the production procedures and services processes, and present the 
necessary resources to implement and deliver and all those to connected and repre-
sented with the quantitative and qualitative outputs and business objectives of an 
enterprise/unit business or action plan.

Effective implementation of a QMS is to be an essential component of manage-
ment and production. A well-executed QMS will not make an organization more 
profitable, efficient, or customer-focused in and of itself, but it will provide an 
organization with the inherent ability to improve its operations from production to 
sales. Particularly for businesses that operate and manage assets, infrastructures, 
and networks, where competition and business performance are concerned with 
customer satisfaction and operational efficiency [4, 5].

Furthermore, QMS is a significant contributor to authorities, organizations, 
enterprises, and business units focusing on their objectives and goals on the one 
hand and ensuring that production activity output provides a higher level of service 
to customers, minimizes waste time, provides necessary resources to employees, 
and follows a continuous improvement approach to all actions and deliverables on 
the other. The following are the key drivers of a modern QMS in accordance with 
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) requirements (as deter-
mined by a review of the ISO 9000 series) [3]:

• Clear, coherent, and positive commitment towards management quality and 
decision-making process;

• Bidirectional action between top management and all levels or group of 
employees promoting a corporate stigma representing the working environ-
ment culture and initiatives, linked with the personal performance, skills, and 
improvements;

• Implementation of a performance and procedural monitoring system,  
supporting decisions and depicting the internal working environment includ-
ing employees behavioral over actions and miscommunication (a critical issue 
especially for the air traffic controllers);

• Introduce and maintain Human Resources (HR) procedures meeting the needs 
of each job/task, promoting innovation and support training to meet occupa-
tional and personal needs for all employees.

2.2 QSM benefits

Literature supporting the key benefits of a QMS is growing, promoting the need 
for adopting OHS to achieve performance in air traffic providers. In other words, 
research in the aviation sector recognized that air traffic controllers OHS condi-
tions and aviation business performance are strongly linked. The direct benefits in 
aviation business operation could be summarized in the following’s issues [3]:
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• Customer satisfaction;

• Quality of service;

• Employee satisfaction and commitment to the management targets and  
goals;

• Operational management and a more effective workforce operation;

• Improved supplier relations; and

• Improved corporate stigma and brand.

In the aviation sector, all the above are crucial also in terms of traffic demand 
and destination marketing, as airports are the gates of a region to the international 
market, and the level of service promotes the image of a city or a region or an 
industry [6].

In terms of management performance, there are also essential opportunities 
towards:

• Achievement of corporate goals and assess the cost and benefits to meet 
those goals;

• Reduce bureaucracy, misunderstandings and promote fairness in responsibili-
ties allocation and task delivery;

• Clarify responsibilities and expectations, promoting bonus schemes towards 
efficiency and productivity;

• Clarify mechanisms for multi-objective and multitasking decisions promoting 
cooperation, team working and effective communication;

• Award and recognize the performance of the employee and involve them in the 
review and improvement of their work.

ISO 9000 is a set of quality management and quality assurance standards 
designed to assist all types of business structures, promoting the QMS key elements 
in broad use as it is not industry-specified, providing flexibility to be applied. The 
ISO 9000 group of protocols includes the following standards [7–9]:

• ISO 9000: 2015: quality management systems—fundamentals and vocabulary 
(definitions).

• ISO 9001: 2015: quality management systems—requirements.

• ISO 9004: 2009: quality management systems—managing for the sustained 
success of an organization (continuous improvement).

• ISO 19011: 2011: guidelines for auditing quality management systems.

The ISO 9000: 2015 and ISO 9001: 2015 standards are based on the seven quality 
management principles listed below, which senior management can use to improve 
their organizations. The field of QMS is concerned with [9]:
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• Customer satisfaction

• Leadership

• Engagement of people

• Process management

• Performance improvement

• Evidence-based decision making

• Relationship management

ISO 9000 is a process-oriented approach to documenting and reviewing the 
structure, responsibilities, and procedures required to achieve effective quality 
management in an organization. It is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) 
methodology. Organizations find that using ISO 9001 helps them because it speci-
fies the requirements for an effective quality management system [8, 9]:

• Organize a QMS.

• Create satisfied customers, management, and employees.

• Continually improve.

2.3 QMS implementation and certification

Professionals involved in the development, implementation, auditing, and 
management of an ISO quality management system, as well as quality profes-
sionals interested in updating their documented ISO 9001-based QMS, can enroll 
in ISO 9000 training courses, which include ISO 9001 and quality management 
system courses. Furthermore, organizations seeking to improve employee per-
formance and employees seeking to continuously improve will find ISO 9000 
training useful [9].

The QMS recommended in ISO 9001: 2015 quality management systems—
requirements is still process-based, its focal point is management leadership, which 
is linked by feedback loops to the enterprise’s planning, support, and operational 
activities, as well as results assessment and improvement. The PDCA cycle (Plan-
Do-Check-Act) underpins the entire quality management system concept. Building 
a management system in accordance with the new ISO 9001: 2015 guidelines 
requires an organization to analyze its context based on knowledge and understand-
ing of its operational essence in relation to its immediate and distant environment. 
This aids in the efficient management of the created system, allowing the strategic 
business objectives to be met [9, 10].

Certification in accordance with the ISO 9001 standard can boost an organiza-
tion’s credibility by demonstrating to customers that its products and services 
meet both standards and expectations. In some cases, certification is required or 
mandated by law. The certification process entails implementing ISO 9001: 2015 
requirements and then successfully completing a registrar’s audit confirming the 
organization meets those requirements. Training can provide an opportunity to 
review the ISO 9001: 2015 standard as well as apply quality management principles 
in a practical setting [9].
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3. Occupational health and safety system (OHS)

3.1 Objectives and outputs

OHS is a term that refers to providing a safe and secure working environment for 
all organization’s employees. Employee safety concerns are becoming increasingly 
important, not only in the workplace but in all aspects of our societies’ activities 
and it’s the cornerstone for corporate social responsibility plan for most of the high 
“branded” enterprises. Theoretically, there are two directions for managing safety: 
(a) institutional safety and (b) individual safety. Institutional safety refers to the 
total safety efforts and implementations throughout the entire organization, taking 
into account both the inside and outside environments [11].

Due to the complexity of processes, infrastructures, and equipment, as well as 
their interrelationship between different sectors of the organization, there is now 
a profound need for safety to be expanded from individual to institutional safety. 
This clearly demonstrates the significance of total OHS, where the term “total” 
means that safety issues must be considered at all levels of the organization and in 
all activities, without disregarding or excluding any organizational, production, or 
service-related issues [12].

OHS has several inherent characteristics for providing a safe environment, the 
most important of which are [13]:

• Management commitment;

• Employee involvement;

• Hazard identification and control;

• Training, including soft skills training programs for abilities in communication 
and personal development;

• Education; and

• Risk management assessment and continuous improvement process all of 
the above.

Aside from those, there is a slew of other factors to consider for efficient and 
effective OHS management. They include, among other things, worksite cleanli-
ness, emergency preparedness, contingency planning, employee OHS training 
procedures, and so on. OHS must be regarded as an integral part of work-system 
design, development, and training. Especially, the issue of training should be 
analyzed in terms of training hours per employee but also regarding the content of 
training, where the development of personal soft skill is in high priority [12, 13].

OHS processes are just as important as the rest of the manufacturing and 
operational processes (design, production, manufacturing and marketing, etc.). 
Improving manufacturing processes without also improving working conditions 
will not result in a productive and safe manufacturing environment [11].

Employee involvement is a critical component of OHS implementations. A 
number of formal approaches, similar to process improvement, have been devel-
oped to encourage employee participation. The majority of these approaches are 
also important sources of data for quality improvement [13].

OHS is primarily concerned with reducing employee errors that may 
be caused by the environment and working conditions. OHS, through 
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behavior-based safety management programs, does not treat accidents as per-
formance errors but rather attempts to identify the fundamental causes of the 
errors. Employees are not permitted to use defective equipment or inappropriate 
methods. It may be possible to create more realistic tasking into account that 
daydreaming and boredom on the job frequently result in incidents or even more 
accidents caused by malfunctions in the perception system or distraction by oth-
ers. In relation to the foregoing, OHS may [13]:

• Reduce insufficient equipment;

• Empower employees to be responsible for their equipment;

• Establish an ergonomic approach to workplace design;

• Reduce insufficient procedures;

• Establish an ergonomic work environment; and

• Reduce workplace risks, incidents, or accidents.

The issue of hazard prevention and accident control measures is essential crucial 
towards efficiency and successful OHS implementation. The analysis should be 
based on historical real data, and it should be based on comprehensive job safety 
or job hazard analyses over the business risks and the values at risk in the corporate 
environment [12, 13].

3.2 OHSAS 18001

OHS represents conditions and factors that already affect or could affect the 
health and safety of employees, other workers, visitors, or any other person in the 
workplace in any type of organization. Early in the 20th century, for the first time, 
standards and guidelines for OHS management were developed [14].

Moreover, ISO hosted a discussion in 1996, inviting many nations to develop inter-
national OHS Management Systems. The discussion included representatives from six 
international organizations, including ISO and the International Labor Organization 
(ILO), as well as governments, labor unions, employers, worldwide safety and health 
administrations, and insurance institutes. The Occupational Health and Safety 
Assessment Series—OHSAS 18000 was published in 1999 by the US Occupational 
Health and Safety Administration in collaboration with international certifying bodies 
from 15 countries across three continents. This set of standards is divided into two 
parts: OHSAS 18001 and OHSAS 18002. Several documents and standards were used 
in the development of these standards, including BS 8800: 1996, Technical Report 
NPR 5001:1997, Draft LRQA SMS 8800, and so on [14, 15].

Over the years, OHSAS 18001 has gained widespread acceptance, with firms 
of all sizes and industries implementing and certifying it. The standard has been 
updated, and the most recent version is BS OHSAS 18001: 2007 “Occupational 
Health and Safety Management Systems.” Some countries refused to accept OHSAS 
18001 and instead developed their own standards, which were mostly modifications 
of the International Labor Organization’s “Guidelines on Occupational Safety and 
Health Management Systems” [15].

According to [15], the Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series 
(OHSAS) Standard, as well as the accompanying OHSAS 18002, Guidelines for the 
Implementation of OHSAS 18001, were created in response to customer demand 
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for a recognizable occupational health and safety management system standard 
against which their management systems could be assessed and certified. OHSAS 
18001 was created to be compatible with the ISO 9001: 2000 (quality management) 
and ISO 14001: 2004 (environmental management) management system standards, 
allowing organizations to integrate quality, environmental, and occupational health 
and safety management systems if they so desire. In practice, the OHSAS Standard 
is reviewed and amended as needed.

The OHSAS Standard specifies the requirements for an OHS management 
system that allows an organization to develop and implement policies and objectives 
that take into account legal requirements and information about OHS risks. It is 
intended to apply to organizations of all sizes and types, as well as to accommodate 
a wide range of geographical, cultural, and social conditions [1, 4, 5, 16].

The system’s success is dependent on commitment from all levels and functions 
of the organization, particularly top management. This type of system enables an 
organization to develop an OHS policy. The overall goal is to support and promote 
good OHS practices while keeping socioeconomic needs in mind. It should be noted 
that many of the requirements can be addressed at the same time or at a later date. 
The second edition of this OHSAS Standard focuses on clarifying the first edition 
and has taken into account the provisions of ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ILO-OSH, and 
other OHS management system standards or publications to improve compatibility 
for the benefit of the user community [15].

The OHSAS standard is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act methodology (PDCA). 
PDCA can be summarized as follows [15]:

• Plan: define the objectives and processes required to achieve the desired results 
in accordance with the organization’s OH&S policy;

• Do: put the processes in place;

• Check: monitor and measure processes in relation to OH&S policy, objectives, 
legal requirements, and other requirements, and report the results; and

• Act: take steps to improve OH&S performance on a continuous basis.

OHSAS 18001 is an international standard that specifies the requirements for an 
occupational health and safety framework. The key target is of this protocol deals 
with effective management of workplace risks and hazards to health and safety. It 
encompasses the organization’s structure, planning activities, responsibilities, prac-
tices, directives, processes, and resources for designing, implementing, maintain-
ing, and reviewing the organization’s system and policy. For this system, everything 
is based on Deming’s PDCA cycle for continuous improvement [13, 15].

The OHSAS 18001 standard underwent a significant revision in 2007, which resulted 
in the current structure and content of the standard is established. Many advantages can 
be gained from implementing this management system, including lower incident and 
accident rates, improved performance monitoring and accident reporting, better control 
of occupational health and safety risks, lower overall costs of accidents, lower insurance 
premiums, improved levels of compliance with health and safety legislation, reduced 
likelihood of fines and prosecutions, which may, in turn, result in less expensive insur-
ance premiums, financial benefit, improved reputation, and long-term viability [13, 16].

According to the ILO and other organizations, 2.2 million workers die glob-
ally each year as a result of work-related accidents and diseases, 4 percent of the 
world’s gross national product (GNP) is lost as a result of work-related accidents 
and diseases, and 6.300 workers die every day as a result of occupational accidents 
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or work-related diseases. These statistics demonstrate that there is an urgent need 
for organizations all over the world to improve their health and safety management 
systems. Many consumers and customers expect businesses to be ethical in all aspects 
of their operations, including how they treat their employees [15, 16].

3.3 OAS accreditation

The implementation of OHS and certification in accordance with OHSAS 
18001/ISO 45001 has a significant impact on operational performance. 
Certification has been shown to have significant benefits for the safety and eco-
nomic components of abnormal operational performance, even for firms operating 
in environments with stringent safety regulations that already had above-average 
safety performance in comparison to their industry.

The practice has shown that as complexity and coupling increased, so did the 
benefits of certification. OHSAS certification resulted in significant increases in 
abnormal operational performance, with the greatest benefit accruing to firms with 
highly complex or coupled production systems. The relationship between safety 
certification, safety performance, and other operational performance outcomes was 
also clarified by operational evidence [15].

According to the institutional theory viewpoint, certification may be pursued 
primarily as a signaling device. The findings provided some support for this claim, 
with all of the significant increases in abnormal sales growth occurring after certifi-
cation, despite the fact that the firms had above-average safety performance in their 
industries prior to certification.

However, the results revealed significant increases in abnormal performance in 
terms of safety, return on assets (ROA), sales growth, and productivity, indicat-
ing that certification provided more than just ceremonial benefits. The existence 
of increased abnormal safety and economic performance also sheds light on the 
ongoing debate over the relationship between safety and the economic components 
of operational performance [16].

OHSAS certification is unique in that firms seeking certification must replace 
existing OHSMS, so there is no reason to expect certification to improve operational 
performance. However, the findings are broadly consistent with previous research 
on other types of certification, implying that certified management systems that 
instill the processes and cognitions will improve operational performance in general.

4. QMS and OHS integration

4.1 Benefits and implementation challenges

Many businesses conduct QMS and OHS reviews or audits to evaluate their 
management performance. However, the outcomes of reviews and audits may 
not be a motivator for a sufficient and well-managed organization, owing to the 
fact that the majority of audits were contacted internally and focused on regula-
tion and constitution compliance. As a result, performance-oriented messages to 
management are severely limited. A structured management system in which QMS 
and OHS are integrated within the organization, on the other hand, maybe more 
effective in promoting changes and reviewing performance [17].

It is worth noting that OHSAS Standards for OHS management are intended to 
improve business culture and benefit from the synergies of the combined manage-
ment system. An organization may adopt its existing management system(s) to 
establish an OHS management system that meets the requirements of this OHSAS 
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Standard. However, it is noted that the application of various elements of the 
management system may differ depending on the intended purpose and the parties 
involved. The level of detail and complexity of the OHS management system, the 
extent of documentation, and the resources devoted to it are determined by a series 
of factors, including the system’s scope, an organization’s size and the nature of its 
activities, products, and services, and the organizational culture [15–18].

Integration of Management Systems (MS) could be partial or complete, as well 
as documental harmonization. The key issue is the degree of integration varies 
between two theoretical extremes [19]:

• The “zero” level, in which individual standardized MSs coexist in completely 
different ways; and

• Full integration, in which all elements and aspects of individual standardized 
MSs operate within one system.

These two extreme conditions are possible, but in practice, the level of integra-
tion will be somewhere in the middle. There is some evidence that QMS and OHS 
are successfully integrated, though OHSMS is perceived as less flexible, and there is 
less interest in integrating OHSMS with other systems [19].

There are two main methods for implementing and integrating MS. In the first, 
standards are implemented one at a time and then integrated. The other option is 
to implement multiple MSs at the same time and integrate them during the imple-
mentation process. When it comes to the two most popular management standards 
(QMS and EMS), the most common implementation and integration strategies 
are [19]:

• The QMS is implemented first and OHS second;

• The OHS is implemented first and QMS second and

• The QMS and OHS are implemented simultaneously.

The number of possible combinations grows as more systems (such as OHSAS 
18001) are considered, but the implementation of the QMS first, followed by other 
systems, is most popular in organizations, according to the literature. QMS serves 
as a platform for integration for the vast majority of businesses. Companies are 
increasingly opting to implement ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18001 all at the 
same time, combining them into a single management system (Table 1) [18, 19].

4.2 Implementation approach

OHS and QMS standards (ISO 9001:2015 and OHSAS 18001:2007) share a funda-
mental principle: continuous improvement based on Deming’s cycle (Plan-Do-Check-
Act). In the PDCA cycle, continuous improvement and incremental problem solving 
are represented. These four (4) steps can be used as a plan for the implementation of 
an effective and efficient integrated system based on certain stages of this manage-
ment method (PDCA). The following are the specific steps [18, 19]:

1. The planning process is the first thing to do. This step entails making changes 
and improvements while also taking stock of the current situation and con-
sidering the potential outcomes. In real life, this means defining the problem, 
collecting relevant data, and determining the underlying cause of the problem.
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2. The next step is to put the plan into action, which is known as executing. In 
this step, you must put into action the process you have already planned, using 
the information you gathered in the preceding step as a guide.

3. In order to control or implement an improvement, the third step is to check the 
process. This phase necessitated continual process monitoring and evaluation, 
as well as reporting on the results in relation to the objective and specification. 
At this point, we have completed the check phase and can draw conclusions 
about how effective implementation has been so far.

4. Acting, assessing effectiveness, as well as determining the function of imple-
mentation, are all part of the fourth step. The action that needs to be taken to 
further improve the result is in the act phase.

Area Target/output Key components

Management 
system

Establishing, implement, 
maintain and continually 
improve the management 
systems (quality of service, 
environmental assessment, OHS 
and business risks) including the 
processes needed in accordance 
with the requirements of each 
International Standards

• The integration shared the same objective 
regards to policy, legal requirement and for 
continuous improvement for management 
system;

• Integrated Management System (IMS) 
establish, implement and maintain a 
procedure(s) for dealing with actual and 
potential non-conformity for corrective and 
preventive action;

• Formed the IMS appropriately, understood 
and applied within the organization for each 
management system

Corporate 
planning and 
strategy

Identification and evaluation of 
aspect, impacts and risks.
Establish, implement and 
maintain the process to meet 
the requirement and determine 
the risk and opportunities that 
need to be addressed for each 
management system

• Identify an integrated risk control process 
covering service quality, environment, 
occupational health and safety aspects;

• An integrated risk management system;

• Establish, implement and maintain the 
management system policy that involved all 
the relevant units

Human 
resources (HR)

The relevant roles are assigned, 
communicated and understood 
whining the organization in term 
of requirement of International 
Standard

• Integrated reporting system for the perfor-
mance of the QMS and OHS;

• Benefits for proposals and actions lead to 
productive change or innovation

Integrated 
system 
operation

The integration formed the 
integrated monitoring and 
performance measurement in 
term of operational control for 
analysis and evaluation

• Effective integrated documentation and 
establish the document and record control;

• Effective and continuing communication in 
the organization;

• Integrated evaluation procedure in term of 
record, ensure the conformity of effective-
ness for each system and applicable for legal 
requirements

Internal audit The integration of the system 
leads the organization review 
about each management system 
as one system at the planned 
intervals, to ensure each 
continuing suitability, adequacy, 
and effectiveness

Establish the efficient and integrated audit 
in term of requirement for the management 
system, following the international standard 
and provide the information for the system to 
effectively implement the internal audit can be 
done in one time audit

Table 1. 
Key components of the system integration.
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As it is obvious from the previous analysis:

• The first step (Plan) is to set a milestone for what the organization hopes to 
achieve, and the second step (Do) is required for implementation as manage-
ment provides training, inspection by the committee, and review and comple-
tion of the security and environmental management system. Finally, the 
process is completed.

• A gap analysis, followed by a follow-up gap analysis, and fine-tuning of the 
management system are all steps in the third step (Check). This step also 
includes conducting an internal audit.

• In the last step (Act), the management will decide on future improvements in 
light of the external audit, and the management system certificate will be ready 
at the end of this phase.

5. Concluding remarks

The need to improve business competitiveness has driven quality, while government 
regulations and union pressure have increased security, while law and society have 
done their part to improve the environment. The management philosophy for these 
functions was retrospective, which was based on an analysis of indicators to show what 
had occurred. Statistical process control based on specifications that operators and 
equipment must meet has evolved into participative systems QMSs and total quality 
management from controlling at the end of the process to eliminate defective products.

QMS and OHS are two management areas that are part of an integrated system, 
which has a common structure and three branches. A highly integrated system 
of management structures should reflect the hierarchy established at all levels 
to develop, implement, and maintain each branch that affects a specific area of 
management in terms of organizational and responsibility allocation.

Increasing flexibility, efficiency, and competitiveness are three key benefits of 
integrating the OHS and QMS. There are a few factors in the integration that can 
provide management effectiveness and the main focus is on cost-effectiveness, 
management improvement, and system benefits [6, 20]. Any organization that uses a 
management system can use the proposed methodology. For this reason, the imple-
mentation efficiency can benefit greatly from the use of the PDCA methodology [21].

An integrated QMS system requires a specific tactic for implementation 
because, while standards for each of the aspects show some similarities, they do not 
show a common methodology for integrated system development. There has been 
a parallel development of both quality and safety based on management strategy 
and priorities, and this has a significant impact on the added value of enterprise 
management, which will be examined as part of the company’s due diligence [21].
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Chapter 3

Deep Learning Network for
Classifying Target of Same Shape
using RCS Time Series
Rashmi Narasimhamurthy and Osamah Ibrahim Khalaf

Abstract

The main intension of this work is to find the warhead and decoy classification
and identification. Classification of radar target is one of the utmost imperatives
and hardest practical problems in finding out the missile. Detection of target in the
pool of decoys and debris is one of the major radas technologies widely used in
practice. In this study we mainly focus on the radar target recognition in different
shapes like cone, cylinder and sphere based on radar cross section (RCS). RCS is a
critical element of the radar signature that is used in this work to identify the target.
The concept is to focus on new technique of ML for analyzing the input data and to
attain a better accuracy. Machine learning has had a significant impact on the entire
industry as a result of its high computational competency for target prediction with
precise data analysis. We investigated various machine learning classifiers methods
to categorize available radar target data. This chapter summarizes conventional and
deep learning technique used for classification of radar target.

Keywords: Convolution neural organization (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), High Resolution Range (HRR),
Radar Cross Section (RCS), Target classification

1. Introduction

Many countries have spent significant resources to countermeasure research and
development in order to condense the efficacy of defense mechanism of Ballistic
Missile systems. Using decoys in large number, or fake targets, to ambiguous
defense systems is one of the most prevalent tactics. Various decoy tactics, such as
replica decoys, signature diversity decoys, and anti-simulation decoys, are currently
accessible. Because the weight of payload determines missile’s warhead size and
range, lightweight decoys are a very interesting choice in contrast to exo-
atmospheric defenses. As a result, missiles can carry lightweight decoys in larger
number without compromising the maximum range of the payload [1]. In exo-
atmospheric in which mid-course phase of a BM flight occurs is the longest part of
the journey. Since warhead and decoys travel on comparable trajectories due to
same physics a large number of decoys are deployed in midcourse phase [2].
Missiles can release accompanying debris and hardware, such as missile launch
boosters, which can cause further radar interference. Since anti-ballistic missile
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systems are equipped with few numbers of interceptors, In the absence of accurate
target identification, it is challenging for anti ballistic missile system to avoid the
warhead from reaching its intended target The classification challenge of targets,
which involves recognizing the warhead among a larger number of decoys and
debris, is critical. So, the need of the hour is to have the desired classification
algorithm with high efficiency, low computational complexity and swift decision
times for defense radar station. Furthermore, once the target has been classified and
located, the seeker on the interceptor must regulate the target location on the
vehicle on re-entry for successful lethal supervision and control during the rendez-
vous [3]. It is crucial to highlight that decoy can have a substantial impact on the
efficiency of a defense system in two ways. If a decoy is mistakenly identified as a
warhead, the defense may run out of interceptor ammunition too rapidly (false
alert).On the other hand, misclassification (seepage) of a weapon may result in its
destruction.

Because of the developed target credentialing system based on the distinct
micro-motions produced by Ballistic targets, the capacity to discriminate between
warheads and decoys has attracted a lot of attention in the literature. Organize their
planned ballistic trajectories while demonstrating precession and parapet motion
caused by the Earth’s gravitational pull [3–5]. On the other hand, due to lack of
spinning engine and also due to gravity decoys flip when launched by missiles
[6, 7]. In order to obtain the target’s micromotion, the radar signals are analyzed
using Doppler and range analysis. The phenomena were first described in the
Doppler domain by V. Chen in [8], and it is now known as the micro-Doppler
effect. Neural network algorithms are extensively used for classification, Deep
learning (DL) is a subset of a larger family of data representation-based machine
learning algorithms. An observation (such as an image) can be represented in a
variety of ways, such as a vector of intensity values per pixel, or more abstractly as a
set of edges, specified shape regions, and so on. In [3] Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) for classifying aircraft target using LeNet was presented and compared with
SVM. The author [6] describes the classification of target using recurrent neural
network (RNN) [9–11].

1.1 Ballistic missiles

Missile are the main threats that defense systems have been developed to
fight. Initially Ballistic missiles are propelled by rockets, but eventually track
the path of targets. They are categorized based on the missile range. To
increase the range of a missile, rockets are piled over each other in a staging
conformation.

The ballistic missiles categorized in to four categories based on the range it
travels it covers:

1.Ballistic missile covering a range less than 1000 kilometers are known as Short
range Ballistic missile;

2.Missiles covering a range between 1,000–3,000 kilometers are called as
Medium Range Ballistic missile;

3.Ballistic missiles covering a range of 3,000–5,500 kilometers are refereed as
Intermediate-range Ballistic missile;and

4.Advanced Ballistic missile covering a range over 5,500 kilometers are called
Intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs)
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1.2 Ballistic missile launch occurs in three flight stages

Boost phase:
During boost phase missile will be launched and this phase last till the rocket

shuts its engine. When rocket shuts its engine, missile is pushed away from Earth.
This phase will last anywhere from three to five minutes. The missile moves slowly
in general, but an advanced ICBM can achieve speeds of over 6.6 kilometers per sec.
Generally this phase takes place in the air (endo-atmospheric).

Midcourse phase:
Upon successful completion of Boost phase missile enters the midcourse phase

where in which the missile is over a Ballistic trajectory in the direction of its target.
This phase is the longest among the three stages lasting up to 20 min for ICBM.
Midcourse phase is divided into two subphases one is the rising phase where missile
is moving towards its apogee, in later stage missile is moving towards the earth.
During this stage, the missile’s warhead(s) and any decoys disengage from the
conveyance platform, or “bus.” This phase takes place in exo-atmospheric. For the
warhead, a reentry vehicle has been requested (RV).

Phase of completion:
The terminal phase begins when the missile’s warhead reenters the Earth’s

atmosphere and lasts until impact or detonation. For a tactical warhead
traveling at speeds of more than 0.88 kilometers per sec, this phase takes less than a
minute [12].

2. Radar cross section

During the midcourse threat missiles releases its warhead and decoys
together, however ground based radar begins tracking the threat in cloud of decoys.
Based on the information from radar in the form of RCS returns. Ground based
radar classifying using one of the several methods to classify the warhead in the pool
of decoys. After classification Ground based radar launches one or more intercep-
tor. The intercept holds kill vehicle. Kill vehicle determines which object is the
warhead based on the shape of warhead, it then steers itself into the path of
warhead and destroy it with the force of impact. In this section of the chapter, we
define Radar Cross section of the target with different shapes. Considering
Monostatic pulsed Radar. The RCS of a target is the area that the radar signal
intercept.

Mathematically, it is written as:

σ ¼ lim
R!∞

4π
Esj j2
Eij j2 R

2 (1)

Where:
R = Distance traveled by the radar signal to target
Es = Electric field strength scattered at target.
Ei = Incident electric field strength at target.

2.1 RCS of cylinder and cone

The aspect angle, wavelength of operation and polarization are few parameters
determines RCS of a target. When the dimension of the target exceeds the wave-
length, the RCS of a conducting plate is approximated by σ.
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The product is given by:

σ ¼ Ge:Ap ¼ 4πAp
λ2

:Ap ¼ 4πA2

λ2
(2)

The approximate formula for the RCS of simple cylinder and cone is given by:
Cone RCS:

σ ¼ λ2

16π
tan 4θ; (3)

where θcone half angle.
Cylinder RCS:

σ ¼ 2πaL2

λ
where a : Radius; L : Length (4)

3. Classical techniques for radar target identification

The boost, midcourse, and reentry phases of a ballistic missile’s flight can be split
into three categories. The midcourse begins once the boosters have been turned off.
The warhead detaches from the rocket and decoys are released. Because the mid-
course may account for 80–90% of the total flight time [1, 13], identifying and
intercepting the warhead is a critical phase for the BMD system. However, identi-
fying warheads from decoys is challenging due to their nearly identical macro-
motions [2]. To maintain attitude control, the warhead spins in mid-flight. The
warhead’s micro-motion becomes spinning and processing at a miniscule nutation
angle as a result of the inevitable tumbling. After initial tumbling, Wang [3]
revealed that an axisymmetric decoy’s micromotion spins and processes, similar to a
warhead, but with a higher nutation angle. The most difficult difficulty in this study
is distinguishing between a warhead and a decoy of identical shape in mid-flight,
with the sole difference being micro-motion.

In radar target recognition, there are a plethora of ways (RATR). This section of
the chapter discusses different methods.

The trajectory of the intercontinental ballistic missile’s midcourse is essentially
dual-body motion.

The fundamental equation for dual-body motion is:

rn þ μ

rj j3 r ¼ 0 (5)

Where geocentric distance vector represented as rn with order two, the earth’s
gravitational constant denoted as μ.

3.1 Micromotion feature

Various types of targets have dissimilar friction features during trajectory opera-
tion. In the fretting characteristics of warheads, angular velocity is taken into
account, as is swing in the fretting characteristics of heavy baits, and random fre-
quency roll in the fretting features of light baits, boosters and also fragment groups.
The warhead rotates in a vector direction while spinning around its own symmetry
axis. Precession is the name given to this period of rotation. The angle of precession is
the angle formed by the axis of symmetry and the vector’s direction (Figure 1).
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The orbit causes the bait to swing in a vertical plane, and the difference of the
swing angle is θ = θ(t) = θs sin ωs t Where θs is is the swing amplitude the and ωs

swing angle frequency.
The target acquisition with dynamic RCS sequence is influenced by attitude

angle. Altitude is the angle between line of sight of the radar and target axis. Using
the sequence of attitude angles, the target static RCS library, target dynamic RCS
sequence can be obtained [14].

3.2 Trajectory information

The author of this paper described a technique for quickly identifying a warhead
during boost phase by combining kinematic information obtained from the target’s
trajectory through an enhanced Kalman filter by means of a constant jerk model.
During the boost phase, the main factors influence on the missile are engine thrust
along with gravity, and air resistance, with engine thrust being the most potent.
After separation, the warhead and the wreckage of the uncontrolled components
have a significant difference. Although the warhead speeds, the wreckage does not.
Because the missile is flying at a low angle of attack, the thrust acceleration is nearly
parallel to the ground during the boost phase. As a result, during the boost phase the
warhead acceleration on velocity is rather substantial. Once the wreckage has been
separated, gravity and air resistance are the main forces act on it. However, as the
rubble falls, it can be enjoyable after a while. As a result, the target’s upward
velocity component and the projection of acceleration on velocity are chosen as the
recognition method’s two properties. To obtain more precise target motion data, an
extended Kalman filter with constant jerk model is utilized, which improves recog-
nition performance by lowering the impact of radar measurement noise [6, 15].

3.3 Radar cross-section (RCS) time series, micro-Doppler information

Because warheads and ambiguous objects exhibit a variety of micro-motions
throughout their ballistic trajectory, the micro-Doppler effect analysis, which was
presented and has been extensively studied in recent years was utilized to generate
reliable information for target detection. While precession and nutation define
warhead flight, the intriguing objects just wobble due to the lack of a phase motor
control. When analyzing the gathered radar data, these various micro-motions
result in diverse micro-Doppler fingerprints. A unique feature extraction strategy
based on Krawtchouk (Kr) moments is proposed in this research for ballistic target
categorization. Because of their unique properties, Kr-moments are commonly

Figure 1.
Warhead precession model.
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employed in image processing applications such as image reconstruction, shape and
face recognition. Since kr moments do not require numerical approximation
because they are discretely defined, as opposed to continuous orthogonal moments.
Because of the reiteration relations and symmetry qualities of Krawtchouk
moments, there is no discretization error and therefore resource essential to store
the polynomials is minimized. Kr-moments are used in this work for analyzing
micro-doppler signature [7].

3.4 High-resolution range profile (HRRP)

To improve the range and angular resolution of tracking, high-resolution radars
(HRRs) use broadband signals and synthetic apertures. They also provide, two or
more -dimensional high-resolution scans carrying information about the intended
characteristic of the target, which can be used to exactly classify and identify the
targets. Range-Doppler imaging, phase-derived ranging, and micro-motion charac-
teristics are all obtained using advanced signal processing methods in HRRs. How-
ever, issues such as reduced SNR and tracking precision of multi-scatter point
targets limit the benefits and applications of HRRs. The author explains the novel
HRR technologies and addresses the difficulties and keys related to detection,
tracking, imaging in this study. Lastly, it examines the most recent developments
and representative findings from HRR-based research [8]. The target signature’s
inverse Radon transform is characterized by a high-resolution range profile frame
collected inside a full period of the target’s key rotation, is computed in this study to
provide a new approach for the categorization of ballistic targets. The precession of
warheads and the tumbling of decoys are also considered. The classifier’s final
feature vector is determined by the pseudo-Zernike moments of the subsequent
transformation. The extracted features ensure resilience contrary to the target’s size
and velocity of rotation, as well as the target’s beginning motion phase [5, 16, 17].

3.5 Images from synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

For synthetic aperture radar (SAR) target detection, a multi-criteria sparse
depiction-based classification (SRC) is devised. To generate the coefficient vector
throughout the global dictionary sparse representation is applied. As a result, cate-
gorization is based on three alternative choice criteria: minimum global and local
reconstruction reconstruction errors, and maximum coefficient energy. Each of the
three rules approaches the coefficient vector in a unique way, allowing them to
complement one another. After performing a linear combination on the three out-
comes using an adaptive weighting approach, a final judgment is made [18–21].

4. Depp learning technique for radar target identification

Decoys, debris, and trash are frequently convoy near the real warhead during
the midcourse of a ballistic missile to boost the missile’s penetrating capacity. This
interferes with the identification of the real warhead via radar. Since absence of
atmospheric drag, the fake targets approach the warhead at a high rate, producing a
target assembly. Their macro motions remain same, but their micro motions differ,
resulting in RCS time sequence differences. This is the foundation to distinguish
between real and false targets.

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently been a prevalent study topic in
classification. DNNs can learn high-level depictions from large datasets, proceeding
with the state of the art in a range of challenging problems and fields. In image
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classification, language understanding, speech recognition, and a number of other
domains. This will enable DNNs to be used successfully in a wider range of fields.
Deep recurrent neural networks, deep feed-forward neural networks, and
convolutional neural networks are some of the several types of DNNs.

4.1 Recurrent neural network

The capacity of RNNs to function with conceptual classifications is well-known.
The RNN can recall previous time step outputs and use them to make judgments for
the current step. The RNNs’ chain structure suggests that they can be used intui-
tively with sequences. The current time-step input in an RNN is made up of new
data and the total network’s output from the previous time-step. As demonstrated
in Figure 2, any gradient-based optimization strategy used to train an RNN may
encounter the vanishing gradient issue at some time [9]. Furthermore, if data from
multiple time steps or more is required before making a decision by the current time
step, it may be unable to provide a precise prediction. ‘Long ShortTerm Memory’
(LSTM) is a technique that helps to solve this issue [10, 11]. The vanishing gradient
problem is addressed in the LSTM by incorporating three gated units: a forget, input
and output, and a forget gate respectively [9–11, 22, 23].

Conventional RNN is shown in Figure 2, the RNN is defined as

hk ¼ φh whiik þ whhhk�1
� �

(6)

ok ¼ φo wohhk
� �

(7)

4.2 Convolution neural network

Like a standard multilayer neural network, a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) is made up of multiple convolutional layers followed by multiple fully
linked layers. The CNN architecture is intended to take use of the 2D structure of a
picture. To provide translation invariant features, resident connections and weights
are used, followed by some sort of pooling. With the lesser parameters than fully
linked networks with the similar number of hidden units makes CNNs easier to
train. A m X m X r picture is used as the input to a convolutional layer, where m is
the image’s height and breadth and number of channels is denoted by r. The k filters
of size o X o X q constitute the convolutional layer, where ‘o’ is less than the image’s
dimension and q may be similar as or less than the number of channels r, and even
may vary for each kernel. Filters size creates connected structures are then

Figure 2.
Recurrent neural network consists of input, hidden and output layer.
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convolved with the picture to create k feature maps of size m-o + 1. Each map is
then subsampled using mean or maximum pooling over p X p connecting regions,
with p ranging from 2 for small images to 5 for bigger images.

Before or after the subsampling layer, each feature map is given additive bias
and sigmoidal nonlinearity. Figure 3 shows a typical convolutional neural network
architecture, which includes two convolutional layers, two maximum pooling
layers, and one fully connected layer.

CNN structure with one dimensionality was designed for warhead and decoy
classification based on RCS time series based on ten missile paths are simulated,
each with the same shape warhead and decoy but varied micro-motion [24].
RCSnet, a 1D convolutional neural network structure that employs the radar cross-
section (RCS) time series to identify warhead and decoy targets of the same form in
mid-flight, was presented. On a simulation dataset, it was compared to 5 typical
classification methods that utilized 26 selected features [19, 25].

The SCF signature pattern classification approach uses a noise-resilient and
unique 2-D signature pattern formed by the spectral correlation function (SCF) and
a robust deep belief network (DBN) deep learning algorithm. The radar system was
set up in a lab setting, information was acquired for three micro UASs, and the data
was used to test the signal processing technique [26]. For detection of sea-surface
targets, a faster region-based convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN) was
developed. It uses a deep convolutional network to extract visual features and
detects them using the “selective search + CNN + SVM” method. R-CNN training
takes a long time and takes up a lot of disc space [21, 23, 27].

4.3 Support vector machine

SVM works by determining the best classification hyperplane that meets the
classification criteria and optimizes the margin areas on both sides of the hyper-
plane while preserving classification precision. SVM algorithms include linear
branched support vector machines, linear support vector machines, and non-linear
support vector machines. If the input space has non-linear separability, an appro-
priate non-linear mapping is used to move the sample points from the input space to

Figure 3.
Architecture of convolutional neural network.
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a high-dimensional feature space, resulting in linear separability in the feature space
for the corresponding sample points.

The motion trajectory and micromotion features of seven different types of
targets are combined to mimic dynamic RCS sequences of diverse targets. The
above data is then used to extract 10 statistical features with separation qualities,
such as position feature, distribution feature, and transform domain feature
parameters. In a complicated scenario, the SVM method is used to classify and
detect multitargets (Table 1) [29].

5. Summary

The main aim of this work is to find the warhead and decoy classification and
identification. Classification of radar target is one of the utmost imperative and
hardest practical problems in finding out the missile. Detection of target in the pool
of decoys and debris is one of the major radar technology widely used in practice. In
this study we mainly focus on the radar target recognition in different shapes like
cone, cylinder and sphere based on radar cross section (RCS). RCS is a critical
element of the radar signature that is used in this work to identify the target. The
concept is to focus on new technique of ML for analyzing the input data and to
attain a better accuracy. Machine learning has had a significant impact on the entire
industry as a result of its high computational competency for target prediction with
precise data analysis. Among the Various ML techniques, convolutional neural
networks perform better than support vector machine.
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References Method Findings

[22] RNN: Using Physical optics RCS data
for all possible aspect angle and
elevation are estimated

Open-source tool called POFACETS used for
creating RCS database as a function of aspect
angles. This technique provides 95% accuracy
using the data based created. But not suitable
for the noisy condition.

[28] Target dynamics are modeled, target is
treated as appoint object

Sates estimation accuracy is not sensitive to the
maneuvers and quantitative analysis is difficult
due to the involvement of convex optimization

[24] MSTAR data set consisting of 10
military target SAR images

Feature extraction by constructing a multistage
network to learn SAR images. High
computational complexity and delay is
processing is observed.

[25] CNN Training time using RCSnet is longer than
conventional method. Not suitable for real time
application.

[29] SVM Statistical feature extracted from RCS time
series. This method is more sensitive to the
number of samples and unstable for larger data
set

Table 1.
References with method and findings were summarized.
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Chapter 4

Behavioral Modeling Paradigm for
More Electric Aircraft Power
Electronic Converters
Husan Ali

Abstract

To control the power flow among various energy sources and loads of a power
system of modern more electric aircrafts, power electronics converters are
employed. The integration of multiple sources into distribution system and their
interconnection with variety of loads through power electronic converters results in
a complex dynamic system. Modeling of these systems prior to implementation
becomes necessary to analyze and predict system’s behavior. The classical modeling
approaches require detail knowledge about the topology and parameters of the
active and passive components of the power electronics converters. While in mod-
ern system, most of the power electronics converters are ready to use power elec-
tronics modules. These modules come from different manufacturers, lacking the
necessary information to build the conventional switch or average models. The
chapter would cover dynamic behavioral modeling technique for power electronics
systems to be employed in more electric aircrafts, which do not require any prior
information about the internal details of the system.

Keywords: behavioral modeling, two port network, power electronic converters,
system identification, more electric aircraft

1. Introduction

The ever increasing consumption and growing demand for reliable supply of
electrical energy has led the electrical engineers to do more research in the field of
distributed energy systems (DES). A distributed energy system delivers power to
different electrical and electronic loads, by conventional as well as number of
renewable energy sources, e.g. solar energy, wind energy, bio mass, fuel cells etc.
With the availability of these resources comes the issue of their integration into
existing power distribution system. Thanks to the advancement in power electron-
ics technology, which has enabled the power distribution systems to supply various
loads not only from the traditional utility grid but also from modern alternative
energy sources. The recent trend of shift in power distribution systems from
centralized architecture to distributed architecture has led to a significant increase
in the number of power electronics converters being employed in these power
distribution systems. The conventional power systems based upon a centralized
architecture have only a single source delivering power to various loads [1–3].
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The conventional power systems are being replaced with more advanced dis-
tributed energy systems for various applications, in which loads are supplied by
multiple energy sources through a number of power electronics converters, distrib-
uted throughout the system [4–10]. These hybrid energy systems include more than
one source of energy, energy storage elements and active and passive loads, either
dc, ac or both. This implies the use of power electronics converters, to control the
power flow over the entire system, hence also called electronic power distribution
system (EPDS). It illustrates that in future EPDS the dynamics of electrical energy
generation, distribution and consumption will be dynamically decoupled through
the use of power electronics converters. In the literature, the distributed energy
systems have been discussed for most of the modern state of the art applications, i.e.
more electric aircrafts (MEA) [11], more electric vehicles (MEV)/hybrid more
electric vehicles (HMEV) [12], all electric ships (AES) [13], telecommunication
systems and data communication systems [3, 14], and for commercial and residen-
tial systems [15, 16].

The integration of multiple sources into distributed energy system and their
interconnection with variety of loads through power electronics converters in more
electric aircrafts results in a complex dynamic system [17]. Therefore, it becomes
necessary to model these systems prior to implementation for analysis and predic-
tion of system’s behavior [4, 13, 18–21]. The requirement to model power con-
verters for system level analysis was first discussed in [18], and subsequent work
has been done in this direction in [4, 13, 19]. However, the pre-requisite for all of
the classical modeling approaches regarding the analysis of the overall system is to
have complete knowledge about the topology and parameters of the power
electronics converters and other subsystems employed [20–23]. In more electric
aircrafts, most of the power electronics converters used are ready to use power
electronics modules. The issue commonly faced is that, different modules such as
converters, filters and loads are designed by different vendors and lack the neces-
sary information required to build the conventional switch or average models.
Figure 1 shows a commercial dc-dc converter [24] which serves as a ready to be
employed power electronics module.

This leads us to the behavioral or black-box modeling approach, which does not
require any prior information about the topology and parameters of the system and
hence is very effective for modeling different power electronics converters based
systems. The behavioral modeling concept is based upon the measurement of a set
of g-parameters, which are obtained via performing certain measurements at only
the input–output terminals of the converter. The dynamic behavioral models
developed using this approach are able to predict the transient as well as steady state
behavior of the system.

Figure 1.
Commercial dc-dc power electronics converter module.
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2. Overview of power distribution systems

In the literature, two most popular power distribution approaches have been
centralized approach and distributed approach. A brief overview is given here.

2.1 Centralized power architecture

The conventional power systems are mostly based upon a centralized architec-
ture. The centralized power systems have only a single power electronics converter
delivering power to various loads. Figure 2 shows the conventional centralized
power distribution architecture for a typical telecommunication system. The -48 V
bus is supplied by the ac-dc converter and battery storage is used as back up. In this
case a single dc-dc converter delivers power to several loads through various output
busses.

The biggest drawback of such centralized power systems is that they lack reli-
ability, i.e. in case the single intermediate converter fails, the whole system will shut
down.

2.2 Distributed power architecture

In distributed energy systems, loads are supplied by a number of different power
converters which are distributed throughout the system. In contrast to centralized
power architecture the distributed power architecture offers several advantages.
The distributed power system (DPS) offers improved reliability in terms that if one
of the converter fails, the whole system will not shut down. The parallel connected
converters on the load side provide the option of immediate replacement of any
damaged module, while keeping the rest of the system operational.

The aircraft power systems are also undergoing a great change by moving
towards more electric aircraft, adopting distributed architecture. The conventional
power sources such as pneumatic, hydraulic and mechanical are being replaced with
electrical power. The MEA concept promises to improve the reliability and effi-
ciency of the overall system and at the same time reducing the weight and size of
the equipment [11, 12, 25].

The researchers have come up with various proposals for MEA technology
implementation. One of the proposal is based upon variable frequency 230 VAC bus
as shown in Figure 3 [26]. The traditional constant frequency generator is being
replaced with variable frequency generator. The auto transformer rectifier unit
(ATRU) and pulse width modulation (PWM) rectifier are in cascade with inverters
to feed the motors. Singe phase ac loads are connected to the bus through power
factor correction (PFC) circuits. The 28 VDC bus is connected to the variable fre-
quency ac bus through transformer rectifier unit (TRU) and dc-dc converter, which
are then connected to a backup dc voltage source and various dc loads.

Figure 2.
Conventional centralized power architecture for telecommunication system [3].
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As can be seen from above example, there is a shift in power distribution system
architecture for more electric aircrafts. In an overall complex network the tradi-
tional utility network along with renewable energy sources and storage elements is
connected to multiple loads through power electronics converters. The power elec-
tronics converters involved are ac-dc, ac-ac, dc-ac and dc-dc. Also these converters
can be either unidirectional or bidirectional and have connection configuration of
series or parallel, mainly depending upon the application. Therefore, it is required
to build models for these power electronics converters which have become a key
part of the modern DES for more electric aircrafts.

3. Modeling hierarchy review

As per the above discussion, to simulate and analyze the behavior of a complete
system, it is required to develop models for different subsystems. In the literature,
modeling of power electronics converters from detailed switching models to very
abstract behavioral models has been discussed. A brief review is given here.

3.1 White box models

When all the necessary data to model the system’s behavior is available, then in
such cases a white-box modeling approach is useful. The switch and average models
are types of white-box modeling approach [27, 28]. At converter level, the switch
models are the most detailed ones which give the designer an idea about workflow
of the circuit during various switching states [29]. These are also used to study and
model electromagnetic interference (EMI) phenomenon [30]. Similarly, the sim-
plified average models can represent the behavior of the system with certain
assumptions. The large signal averaged models can be used to simulate and analyze
stability of power electronics converter systems. The average models are linearized
around a particular operating point to obtain linear time invariant (LTI) model.

Middlebrook presented the concept of state space average models for power
electronics converters [31]. In this approach the duty cycle of the converter is
averaged over one complete period. The average modeling results in a continuous
model that ignores the switching action but includes the nonlinear behavior of the

Figure 3.
Distributed power system for MEA using variable frequency ac bus.
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converter. In order to apply linear system theory techniques, the average model is
linearized around an operating point. The operating point is then used to design the
controller for the system and analyze stability of the system. Often the parasitic
elements are neglected to simplify the modeling process. Yet the average models
provide a good solution for modeling and analysis of the converter. The general
form of state space average model for a pulse width modulation (PWM) converter
is as given in Eq. (1)

_x ¼
Xn
i¼1

Aidixþ Bidiuð Þ

y ¼ CxþDuð Þ
(1)

where x, u and y represent the state, input and output variables respectively, di is
the duty cycle, and A,B,C,D are system matrices.

Few other modeling techniques in this category are; generalized state space
average models [32], discrete average models [33] and cyclic average models [34].
However, state space averaging is most widely used due to its simplicity and good
dynamic estimation for most applications.

The averaging techniques have also been applied to three phase ac systems, i.e.
ac-ac, ac-dc and dc-ac PWM converters [35]. The average models for three phase
systems are transformed to synchronous dq reference frame, in which the system is
operated at a certain point for the application of small signal modeling techniques.
The average modeling of three phase diode and line commutated rectifiers has also
been widely investigated [36, 37].

Both in the case of switch as well as average models, the designer has complete
information about the topology and parameters of the converter. But the white-box
modeling approach fails in case of power electronics modules where the designers
do not have any or complete information to build switch or average models.

3.2 Gray box models

Depending upon the system and the information about it, it is possible to
approximately write state space equations with unknown parameters which are to
be estimated later, this method is called gray box modeling [38]. It is an intermedi-
ate case falling between white-box and black-box modeling, where part of the
information is available to the designer from the datasheets about the converter
topology and internal circuit parameters. Hence part of the model reflects the
design of the system while remaining which is numerically modeled serves as black-
box. Some reduced order average models also fall within this category.

3.3 Behavioral or black-box box models

Behavioral models are mainly not concerned with the detailed internal structure
or parameters of the converters. These models are built without requiring any prior
information about the internal parameters of the converter and also called black-
box models [39, 40]. The term behavioral modeling is normally associated with the
modeling of such type of converters. It refers to the modeling technique in which
models for power electronics converters and passive modules e.g. electromagnetic
induction filters are built without any available information about their internal
design and components. The models of power electronics converters with minimum
or no detail about the system are used to analyze the input–output behavior of the
system.
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The behavioral modeling of power electronics converters can be broadly classi-
fied into linear and non-linear techniques, depending upon the model structure.
These techniques are oriented to either converter or system level design and based
upon parametric and nonparametric identification methods. The parametric
methods describe the system’s behavior using transfer function or state space
models. These models are identified using either time or frequency domain data.
The non-parametric methods describe the system’s behavior using impulse response
or frequency response data. Also, a non-parametric model can also be used as input
for parametric identification such as, frequency response data can be used to
identify a transfer function model.

3.3.1 Linear techniques

The very first linear black-box modeling techniques were used to obtain the
model of the plant, i.e. from the duty cycle to output voltage response of the
converter. The model was then used to design controller for the system.
Middlebrook presented the method to experimentally measure the loop gain
frequency response through ac sweep signal, which results in a non-parametric
black-box model [41]. Later, further work has been done to determine the control
to output response of switching converters using either parametric or non-
parametric methods. The parametric method is used in [42] to identify coefficients
of a discrete difference equation using a pseudo random binary signal (PRBS) as
excitation input signal. A non-parametric method is used to identify the frequency
response of a converter using impulse response in [43]. An improved nonparamet-
ric cross-correlation method of system identification is proposed in [44]. It aims to
improve the accuracy of frequency response identification, especially at high fre-
quencies near the optimum closed loop bandwidth frequency. Fourier analysis is
applied to the identified impulse response to obtain the small signal frequency
response. Linear black-box models have also been used to synthesize controllers for
power converters, for which it is difficult to obtain analytical models, i.e. series
resonant converter [45].

The system oriented linear behavioral modeling technique has been employed to
model components of power system as an input–output network in [46]. The sub-
systems are modeled as two port linear network using small signal linear average
approach. The g-parameters as transfer functions are obtained by averaging state-
space equations followed by small signal perturbations. Another method to obtain
the g-parameters is by input–output frequency response measurements followed by
parametric identification algorithm.

3.3.2 Non-linear techniques

Most of the power electronics converters are non-linear systems, so the linear
techniques are valid only around a particular operating point. The non-linear
modeling techniques have been developed to obtain models which are valid for a
wide operating range. In order to model the duty cycle to output voltage response
for a dc-dc converter, a non-linear autoregressive moving average with exogenous
input (NARMAX) model is employed in [47], which consists of a non-linear dis-
crete differential equation. It requires time domain data to identify the model,
which is obtained by perturbing the duty cycle and measuring the output voltage.
Neural networks have the ability to model non-linear functions which can be
related by input–output data for a non-linear system. A neural network is
applied to model the control to output voltage behavior of a converter for control
design in [48].
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Another technique which can be employed when some limited information is
available is called, Wiener and Hammerstein approach [49, 50]. These models are
valid when the non-linearities are present in the steady state variables only, in case
the dynamic part of the system is also affected by non-linearities then this approach
fails. Figure 4 represents Wiener and Hammerstein modeling approach. In these
models, the linear block represents dynamic system as transfer function while the
non-linear block represents steady state operating point. In Wiener model the linear
block precedes the non-linear block and it is opposite in the case of Hammerstein
model. The structure of Wiener and Hammerstein models is limited to single input
and single output and it also requires time domain data to build the models.

In this dissertation lookup table and polytopic structure based non-linear
behavioral modeling methodology has been described, where lookup table based
approach has been used for mild non-linearities, while for severely non-linear
dynamic relations more complex polytopic structure based approach has been
applied.

3.4 System level Modeling

To design modern distributed energy system, which includes number of power
electronics modules connected in various configurations, module based behavioral
modeling is required for the analysis of the complete system. Two port network
utilizing g-parameters based converter level modeling was initially applied in [51].
This method was subsequently used to analyze the interaction among subsystems in
a networked system [52]. But in this approach first small signal model of the
converter is required which is used to derive the g-parameters. The small signal
modeling requires knowledge about the topology and parameters of the converter,
which as mentioned above is often not available to the designer.

To model the large signal behavior of dc-dc converters based upon system
identification, a different approach was proposed in [49]. In contrast to g-parame-
ters based modeling, it is a circuit oriented approach which partially relies on the
data provided in the datasheet. The model is a hybrid Wiener-Hammerstein struc-
ture, where the static non-linear block is identified from the data about efficiency,
static regulation and thermal characteristics, while the dynamic linear block is
identified from the transient response data. This technique was also used to model a
nanogrid, where model for each subsystem is divided into two blocks [53].

Modern distributed energy systems are based upon commercial converters
[54–56], with lack of information to build conventional white box models.

Figure 4.
(a) Wiener and (b) Hammerstein model structures.
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Therefore, among various techniques mentioned above g-parameters based behav-
ioral modeling would be most effective [57]. The main advantage of g-parameters
based behavioral modeling methodology is that large system can be subdivided into
subsystems, then these can be easily combined after modeling resulting in any
desired architecture. In order to model each subsystem, the idea is to obtain the
parameters that characterize their dynamic behavior of each via accessing only the
input–output terminals [58].

4. Current lack in state of the art

To integrate several different power electronics converters as part of electronic
power distribution system, it is often required to model in priori and simulate the
whole system [4, 13, 18, 20]. It can speed up the design process and reduce the
amount of experimental work. Hence, behavioral modeling approach should be
adopted to model such converters. There are certain challenges faced during this
process which are summarized below:

One problem which arises during behavioral modeling is the high order of the
measured g-parameters. The individual models of the converters should be low
order and represent only the input–output dynamics, i.e. behavior of the system. So
certain technique should be adopted that the behavioral model is not only success-
fully able to represent the behavior of the system but also is computationally
efficient to consume less simulation time.

The behavioral models should cover the entire operating range of the system and
predict the dynamic response of the system under small or large signal disturbances
either at source or load. But power electronics converters due to their switching
action are inherently non-linear systems and behavioral models developed at one
operating point are not valid over the wide operating range. Hence non-linear
behavioral modeling approach is required to be adopted for such systems, which
will enable these models to analyze and predict the response of the system over the
entire operating range.

5. Behavioral modeling methodology

This section presents the methodology to build the behavioral models for power
electronics converter based systems. In this methodology the dynamic behavioral
models are developed to analyze and predict the behavior of power electronics
converters based systems. The data required to build behavioral models is obtained
via measurements at the input–output terminals. These measurements followed by
identification and order reduction steps result in certain number of g-parameters
which are then used to build the behavioral model.

Two different approaches are used to acquire data by performing certain mea-
surements for the behavioral modeling of the system. One is based upon the fre-
quency domain, the second one is based upon time domain. To acquire data using
frequency response based method a network analyzer is used. It generates an AC
sweep signal which introduces perturbation in the signals to be measured. Then the
input and output signals to which perturbation is already being added, are given to
network analyzer for frequency response measurement. To perform the measure-
ments using transient response based method, a step change is introduced in the
input signal, which results in transient change in the output signal. Then both the
input and output time domain signals are recorded using an oscilloscope and
subsequently used for identification of frequency response.
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While the measurements are made, it is ensured that the parameters of the
behavioral model completely represent the internal dynamics of the system,
excluding any source or load effects. Figure 5 shows general view of the black-box
based two port network representation for the behavioral modeling of a dc-dc
converter.

In Figure 5 the symbols can be generalized as v j and i j representing voltage and
current, where j∈ i, oð Þ, the subscripts i and o represent the input and output
terminals respectively.

Once the data is obtained by performing these measurements, then system
identification techniques are applied using the simulation package, i.e. MATLAB/
SIMULINK [59] to develop the relationship between the specific input and output for
which the measurements are recorded. It should be noted that once the data is
obtained using either of the two measurement techniques then the processing of
data to build models does not require any other information about the converter.
The parameters obtained from measurement data acquire all the information
required to build behavioral model of the system.

In order to address the issue of high order modeling, Hankel singular values
based order reduction technique is employed. In addition a criteria is proposed
which determines the number of states required to be retained for the reduced
order model. The reduced order model obtained using this approach is not only
successfully able to represent the behavior of the system but also is computationally
efficient and requires less simulation time.

The verification and validation methodology is used to investigate the behavioral
models for power electronics converters based systems. For each case under study,
the methodology is first verified via simulation. During this step a simulation model
of the system is setup in certain simulation packages, i.e. MATLAB/SIMULINK or SABER
[60]. In the next step validation of the system is performed for experimental setup.
The experimental setup is based upon certain laboratory made prototypes or

Figure 5.
Two port network based behavioral model for dc-dc converter.

Figure 6.
General flowchart of behavioral modeling methodology.
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commercial power electronics converters. The degree of matching between the
results of actual system and its behavioral model is evaluated using root mean
square deviation (RMSD). The two step, i.e. verification and validation based
methodology serves well to authenticate the modeling procedure. Figure 6 shows
the general flowchart of behavioral modeling methodology.

6. Tow port network based behavioral modeling power electronic
converters

Two port network based models have been extensively applied for the analysis
of dc-dc converters [61, 62]. In the linear two port representation of dc-dc con-
verters, the input and output port parameters constitute a set known as g-parame-
ters. The un-terminated g-parameters represent the real internal dynamics
excluding the source and load effects. The g-parameters based two port network
model is used to build a small signal linear model of a dc-dc converter around a
particular operating point. It is a hardware-oriented behavioral modeling approach,
which does not require any prior information about either the topology or internal
design of the converter. Hence there is no difference in the modeling methodology
for various types of dc-dc converters, i.e., buck, boost, etc. The complete behavioral
model is based upon the measurement and identification of four linear time invari-
ant (LTI) models as transfer functions in the Laplace domain.

For the two-port network model shown in Figure 7, the input port is
represented by a Norton equivalent circuit while the output port is represented by a
Thevenin equivalent circuit [21]. It represents an un-terminated network, so the
dynamic system based upon it results in a model which consists of the internal
dynamics of the converter only. To achieve this the measurement setup should have
minimum interaction either with the source or with the load. This is achieved when
the converter is fed from a low output impedance voltage source and connected to
an electronic load in constant current sink mode [63]. This setup helps in minimiz-
ing the effect of other elements such as filters and other converters upon the
measurements for the system under test.

In Figure 7 the symbols can be generalized as v j and i j representing voltage and
current, where j∈ i, oð Þ, the subscripts i and o represent the input and output
terminals respectively.

The four transfer functions shown in Figure 7, required to build the behavioral
model are;

Yi: Input admittance.
Hi: Back current gain.

Figure 7.
G-parameters based two port network model for dc-dc converter.
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Go: Audiosusceptibility.
Zo: Output impedance.
Mathematically the g-parameter set can be written as shown in Eq. (2)

Yi ¼ g11 ¼
ii
vi

����
io¼0

Hi ¼ g12 ¼
ii
io

����
vi¼0

Go ¼ g21 ¼
vo
vi

����
io¼0

Zo ¼ g22 ¼
vo
io

����
vi¼0

(2)

In Figure 7, the direction of io shown results in a positive value for Zo. In case
the direction of io is reversed, then (Zo ¼ �vo=io) which will only result in phase
shift of 180o for Zo during the measurement.

The small signal input variables of the two port network are the input voltage
and output current vi, ioð Þ while the small signal output variables are the output
voltage and input current vo, iið Þ. In terms of these variables, the two port network
model of Figure 7 can be represented in matrix form as shown in Eq. (3) [18].

ii
vo

� �
¼ Yi Hi

Go Zo

� �
vi
io

� �
(3)

The output impedance frequency response measurement contains information
regarding the response of the converter to dynamic load changes at different fre-
quencies. The output impedance shows how a converter regulates and responds to
various load changes, while the input admittance does so concerning any interaction
from the source. This determines the sensitivity of a power system to input filter or
input power components. The input admittance measurement gives the designer
idea about the integration of a power module into another system. An audiosus-
ceptibility frequency response measurement determines the transmission of noise
from the input of the system to the output. It tells about the ability of the converter
to reject noise appearing at the input.

7. Conclusion

The focus of this chapter is to present a methodology for the development of
behavioral models for various power electronics systems of more electric aircrafts.
The dynamic behavioral models developed are being used to simulate, analyze and
predict the behavior of the systems investigated. As most of the modern power
electronics modules are black-box type, so the models representing these systems
should be obtained via measurements at only the input–output terminals of the
system. The resulting behavioral models should represent the internal dynamics of
the system and predict its transient as well as steady state behavior. Thus the
proposed behavioral modeling methodology can be successfully applied to
standalone power electronic converters as well as complex systems comprising of
multiple sources, interface converters and loads. The model verification is done by
application of certain test signals to the actual system and its behavioral models and
then comparing the response of both. The close matching of results would confirm
the accurate modeling.
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Chapter 5

Online Estimation of Terminal
Airspace Sector Capacity from
ATC Workload
Majeed Mohamed

Abstract

Neural Partial Differentiation (NPD) approach is applied to estimate terminal
airspace sector capacity in real-time from the ATC (Air Traffic Controller)
dynamical neural model with permissible safe separation and affordable workload.
A neural model of a multi-input-single-output (MISO) ATC dynamical system is
primarily established and used to estimate parameters from the experimental data
using NPD. Since the relative standard deviations of these estimated parameters are
lesser, the predicted neural model response is well matched with the intervention of
ATC workload. Moreover, the proposed neural network-based approach works well
with the experimental data online as it does not require the initial values of model
parameters that are unknown in practice.

Keywords: ATC (Air Traffic Controller) workload, terminal airspace capacity,
estimation and dynamic modeling, neural partial differentiation, output error
method

1. Introduction

Accurate estimation of the air traffic capacity is a pillar of efficient air traffic
management, which provide efficient use of airspace resources and controlling
resources to meet the air traffic demand [1]. Suppose trajectories of all flights and
the capacity of all resources are known with certainty for some planning horizon. In
that case, there exist computationally feasible approaches to managing the traffic
that minimizes overall delay cost [2–6]. But the uncertainty makes traffic flow
management difficult. At any given time, the weather is the driving force in deter-
mining the number of flights in the airport or sector in the aspect of capacity. Air
traffic controllers (ATC) confirm airspace’s safe operation by ensuring all aircraft
under their authority maintain safe separation with the assistance of technology and
international rules and regulations [7]. The role of ATC is becoming more crucial as
air traffic growth increases. So traffic growth will introduce more aircraft opera-
tions in the busy ATC sectors with high air traffic density. The significant effect of
such an increase in air traffic has been the rise in flight delays in the region. As a
result, an economic impact of flight delays is included in the safe operation of
airspace. Individual aircraft delay is increased whenever air traffic demand nears
capacity. Therefore, unacceptable delays result from exceeding progressive hourly
traffic demands to the hourly capacity of the air traffic. The aircraft delays will not
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decrease even if the hourly demand is less than the hourly capacity for the demand
within a portion of the time interval that exceeds the capacity during that interval.

In the en-route environment, the airspace is segmented into air traffic control
ATC sectors, the geographical volume of airspace. By keeping safety as a priority in
operation, the capacity of an ATC sector can be defined as the maximum number of
aircraft that are controlled in a particular ATC sector in a specified period while still
permitting an acceptable level of controller workload. For more clarity, we need to
realize i) What is meant by the controller workload? ii) How is this controller
workload measured? iii) What is the acceptable level of controller workload? i.e. the
threshold value at capacity. Thus, the workload is a process or experience that
cannot be seen directly but must be understood from what can be seen or measured.
In the present scenario of air transport, air traffic is increasing rapidly and becomes
airspace congestion. Airspace capacity needs to be increased to address the airspace
congestion problem. Since the airspace sector capacity is determined mainly by
controller workload, a typical air transport schematic is given in Figure 1,
highlighting the controller workload problem [8, 9]. Controller workload is the
effort expended by the controller to manage air traffic events. It refers to the
physical and mental effort an individual exerts to perform a task. A measure of the
ATC Workload is required to evaluate the effects of new systems and the pro-
cedures on individual air traffic controllers.

Certain airspace capacity issues can be addressed by minimizing the controller
overload and clarifying the necessity of understanding and modeling the controller
workload. The critical factors affecting controller workload are sector, and air
traffic characteristics [8, 9] and those factors are given in Figure 2. The factors
affecting air traffic and sectors are listed in Table 1 [10]. Measurement of controller
workload can be achieved from the information on the i) communication between
the ATC officer and the pilot and ii) communication between the ATC officers of
adjacent sectors. The number of aircraft movements per hour, number of heading
changes, number of altitudes changes and number of speed changes are the infor-
mation on monitoring workload. Various methods are discussed in the literature for
measuring the workload of air traffic controllers [11, 12]. They are self-assessment
[13, 14] and direct observations of the controllers by other controllers or ATC system
experts. Moreover, the workload experienced by air traffic controllers is affected by
the complex integration of: 1) the air traffic and the sector in the airspace, 2) the
accuracy of equipment in the control room and in the aircraft, and 3) the controller’s

Figure 1.
Air transport schematic with controller workload.
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age, experience, decision-making strategies. Another possible approach to measuring
ATC workload is to form a functional relationship between the controller workload
and the associated model parameters. To achieve that relationship, we must vary
several possible airspace and traffic parameters systematically in simulation modeling
of airspace and controller workload [15].

The ideal approach to estimate airspace capacity is to build an accurate capacity
model from the direct observation of the controller’s workload using a system
identification procedure. The derived statistical model will represent the actual
capacity of sectors and airspace under alternative controller working processes [8].
To validate such a model, one needs to collect the data for a sufficient period and
over a range of different individual controllers. Many difficulties need to address
the collection of field data at each ATC sector. Observing controllers at work as
unobtrusively as possible is not an easy task. Moreover, more resources are also
required to transcribe the data from videotape, communications tapes, and flight
strips. As a result, vast resources and complex logistics are needed for this approach
precluded for this research. The construction of an operational environment using
real-time simulations is an alternative method with the technology to be tested and
pseudo-pilots. Such real-time simulation provides the human workload and traffic

Figure 2.
Controller workload factors.

Sr. No Factors affecting air traffic Factors affecting sectors

1 Total number of aircraft Sector size

2 Peak hourly count Sector shape

3 Traffic Mix Boundary location

4 Climbing / Descending aircraft Number of intersection points

5 Aircraft speeds Number of flight levels

6 Horizontal separation standards Number of facilities

7 Vertical separation standards Number of entry and exit points

8 Average flight duration in sector Airway Configuration

9 Total flight time in sector Proportion of unidirectional routes

10 Average flight direction Number of surrounding sectors

Table 1.
Factors affecting air traffic and sector.
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handling capacity, which are very costly exercises posing many problems in per-
sonnel training, infrastructure, and obtaining a high-fidelity simulation of the
operating environment [16]. These disadvantages rule out a real-time simulation for
this research.

In short, the en-route sector capacity is determined mainly by controller work-
load [9, 17]. A method has been derived to estimate sector capacity from the
controller’s workload and translate that into a capacity measure [17–19]. In bright
weather situations, the capacity of a sector is represented by the Monitor Alert
Parameter, which is roughly 5/3 times the average historical dwell time for flights in
that sector [20]. En-route capacity estimation from ATC workload becomes a more
difficult task when hazardous weather increases the intensity of all workload types
[21–23]. The main contributions of this chapter are

• Terminal airspace sector capacity is estimated from experimental data along
with the derivation of ATC dynamical model. Neural partial differentiation
(NPD) and output error method (OEM) are used for this purpose, and their
results are compared. An appropriate probability density function (pdf)
of’Time interval X’ is derived and analytically verified for the accurate
modeling of ATC dynamic system.

• Since the uncertainty in traffic flow and dependency of weather conditions
make the data to stochastic, the proposed neural network-based approach
works well with the experimental data in online as it can handle the noisy data
without knowing the noise covariance matrix and does not require the initial
values of the model parameters which are unknown in practice. As a result, a
three-dimensional capacity curve has been established using the estimates of
NPD to predict the air traffic capacity in real-time.

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses mathematical model
postulates for the estimation of Terminal Airspace Capacity with analysis of flight
data. Moreover, dynamic modeling of ATC with estimation of model parameters
using neural partial differentiation (NPD) are described in the following subsec-
tions of section 2. The online estimation result of airspace capacity is presented in
Section 3, and finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Estimation of terminal airspace sector capacity

2.1 Problem definition

The estimation of airspace sector capacity Cs kð Þ in (Eq.(1)) can be viewed as
dynamic modeling of ATC by estimating the parameter θ at which variables
x1, x2, x3 are satisfying the following inequality relation (Eq.(2)) with maximum
affordable value of ATC workload represented in terms of G :ð Þ;

Cs kð Þ ¼ x1 kð Þ þ x2 kð Þ þ x3 kð Þ (1)

f x1 kð Þ, x2 kð Þ, x3 kð Þ, θð Þ≤G h X kð Þð Þð Þ, k ¼ 1, 2, 3, … ,N (2)

where f x1, x2, x3, θð Þ represents the dynamical model of ATC, θ is the vector
of model parameters, x1 is total number of departing aircraft during an unit time, x2
is total number of arriving aircraft during an unit time, x3 is total number of
flyover aircraft during an unit time, G :ð Þ is number of control events (messages
between pilot and ATC) that occurred in unit time, h(X) is function associated
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with the workload of ATC, and X is interval time of the consecutive events
(messages) in sec.

2.2 Flight data analysis

The recorded flight data of the third sector of Kunming TMA at Kunming
airport, China is analyzed to estimate the terminal airspace sector capacity from the
ATC workload [24]. Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) is designated area of
controlled airspace surrounding a significant airport where there is a high volume of
traffic. This data is based on the workload of ATC during the entire day; it consists
of voice communication (messages) between ATC officers and pilots or adjacent
sectors. These messages are referred to control events exhibit intermittency, i.e.,
they occur in several time frames with “short interval and high frequency” or vice
versa based on the traffic congestion. For the definition of a function h(X) in
(Eq.(2), the field data of air traffic can be gathered from the ATC officers at the
Kunming airport using voice recording equipment of the air traffic control depart-
ment. The time interval of the 1000 consecutive events on 21st January 2014, is
recorded in the third sector of Kunming TMA, which is given in Figure 3 [24].

Data statistics aremadewithMATLAB and found the histogramof time intervalX to
derive the density distribution function P Xð Þ in Figure 4. This indicates that experi-
mental data showpower-lawdistributionwhose probability density function is givenby.

P Xð Þ ¼ CX�α (3)

Thedistribution characteristics of power-law function canbe verified by a theoretical
method; the parameterC and α are computed by the followingmaximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) approach. By taking the logarithm of (Eq.(3)), we have.

log P Xð Þð Þ ¼ log Cð Þ � α log Xð Þ (4)

The relationship represents a straight line with a gradient of �α in the double
logarithmic coordinates. The normalization equation is.

1 ¼
ð∞

Xmin

P Xð ÞdX ¼ C
ð∞

Xmin

X�αdX ) C ¼ α� 1ð ÞXα�1
min, α> 1 (5)

Figure 3.
Interval time of ATC.
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Where Xmin is the minimum possible value of X. The power law distribution is

P Xð Þ ¼ α� 1ð Þ
Xmin

X
Xmin

� ��α

(6)

For a given set Xi, probability of Xi is

Pr: X=αð Þ ¼
YN
i¼1

α� 1ð Þ
Xmin

Xi

Xmin

� ��α

(7)

For convenience, the logarithm of Maximum Likelihood Function L is given by

L ¼ lnPr: X=αð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ln α� 1ð Þ � lnXmin � α ln
Xi

Xmin

� �

∂L
∂α

¼ 0 ) α ¼ 1þ n
Xn
i¼1

ln
Xi

Xmin

" #�1

¼ 2:25,C ¼ 122:36

(8)

Thus, probability density function of power law distribution becomes.

P Xð Þ ¼ 122:36X�2:25 (9)

We found that the experimental data agree with the distribution characteristic
of power-law function by theoretical computation of (Eq.(9)) as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4.
Density distribution of Time Interval.
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The R2 value of the data fitting is observed to be 0.83. Now the left side of
expression G h Xð Þð Þ in (Eq.(2)) can be computed with the threshold criterion of 80
percent. Since the sector capacity is expressed in terms of a number of control
events that occurred within one hour of the estimation time, the reasonable con-
trolling workload time should be 2880 ¼ 3600 ∗ 80=100ð Þ seconds. Subsequently,
sector capacity is estimated by representing G h Xð Þð Þ is the number of control events
that occurred within one hour as follows.

G :ð Þ ¼ 2880
E Xð Þ (10)

where E Xð Þ is average interval time Xð Þ of the consecutive events in sec, and it is
given by

E Xð Þ ¼ C
α� 1

� � 1
α�1 α� 2

α� 1

� �
, α> 2 (11)

Next, to estimate the airspace sector capacity, we need to build the dynamical
model of ATC and estimate the model parameters.

2.3 ATC dynamic modeling and parameter estimation

2.3.1 Neural dynamic modeling of ATC

Based on the equality relation of (Eq.(1)), the dynamical model of ATC
represented by f x1, x2, x3, θð Þ can be modeled using Neural Networks [25]. Figure 6
shows the three-layered feed-forward neural network’s schematic structure, which
consists of two hidden layers with activation function and one output layer with

Figure 5.
Density distribution of Time Interval.
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summation function exempted from activation function. An approach of back-
propagation trains the neural network whose input and output vectors are defined
by x ¼ x1, x2, x3,�1½ � and D ¼ G respectively. Similarly, B∈ℜmþ1 and C∈ℜlþ1

represents the first and second hidden layer of neural network. Except for the
output layer, all the layers contain a bias term, and the output of the neural network
is given by.

G ¼ WTC (12)

where W is the set of weights between the second hidden layer and output layer
containing the bias terms.

W ¼ bw1 w11 ⋯ wl1½ �T (13)

Similarly we define

C ¼ q VTB
� �

B ¼ g UTx
� �

(
(14)

where q and g are the activation function vectors and are defined as �1 q x1ð Þ½ �T,
where q xð Þ is expressed as

q xð Þ ¼ 1� e�λx

1þ e�λx (15)

And the weight matrix are represented as

V½ � ¼

bv1 … bvm

v11 … v1l

… … …

vm1 … vml

2
666664

3
777775

(16)

Figure 6.
Schematic of neural network.
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U½ � ¼

bu1 … bum
u11 … u1m
u21 … u2m
u31 … u3m

2
6664

3
7775 (17)

Input is defined by the vector x ¼ x0, x1, x2, x3½ �, where x0 defines bias input
to the neural network. The input and output are scaled for neural network using
the following equation.

Gi,norm ¼ Gi,normmin þ Gi,normmax � Gi,normminð Þ � Gi � Gi,min

Gi,max � Gi,min

� �
(18)

where Gi,normmax and Gi,normmin denote the higher and lower limits of scaling range
of Gi respectively. They are set to 0.9 and � 0.9 respectively. Gi,max and Gi,min

denote the higher and lower values of Gi. Using the above notations, output of
neural network can be written as.

G ¼ WTq VTg UTx
� �� �

(19)

2.3.2 Parameter estimation using neural partial differentiation method

The neural network is trained with input and output data to map the functional
relationship of (Eq.(1)) in the form of weights, and its activation function operates
the core of the neural partial differentiation method as parameter estimation
approach. The constant parameters of air traffic model can be directly computed
from the end of the training session of a neural network by the partial differentia-
tion of a function, and it is as follows.

The input and output of a function is mapped after the training session of the
neural network. Subsequently, the output variables can be differentiated with
respect to input variables. Differentiate (Eq.(12)) and (Eq.(14)), we will have the
form of.

∂G
∂C

¼ WT (20)

∂C
∂B

¼ q0 VT� �
(21)

∂B
∂x

¼ g0 UT� �
(22)

Multiplication of (Eq.(20)), (Eq.(21))), and (Eq.(22)) gives.

∂G
∂C

:
∂C
∂B

:
∂B
∂x

¼ WT :q0VT:g0UT

∂G
∂x

¼ WT :q0VT:g0UT

8><
>:

(23)

where q0 ¼ diag 0 q01 ⋯ q0l
� �

and g0 ¼ diag 0 g01 ⋯ g0m
� �

. If the input and output
of neural network are normalized, then

∂G
∂x

¼ ∂G
∂Gnorm

� ∂Gnorm

∂xnorm
� ∂xnorm

∂x
(24)
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The normalized output of neural network can be de-normalized by (Eq.(18)).
Where,

∂xnorm
∂x

� �
¼

1 0 0 0

0
∂x1,norm
∂x1

0 0

0 0
∂x2,norm
∂x2

0

0 0 0
∂x3,norm
∂x3

2
666666664

3
777777775

(25)

The equation (Eq.(25)) can be computed from (Eq.(18)). The terms associated
of (Eq.(20)) to (Eq.(25)) be intermediate terms of neural networks while getting it
trained. Therefore, there is no extra computation required to compute the parame-
ters, and they are directly given as:

∂G
∂x

� �
¼ ∂G

∂x0

∂G
∂x1

∂G
∂x2

∂G
∂x3

� �
(26)

The standard deviation of estimated parameters in (Eq.(26)) is computed by

STD ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPP
p¼1

PM
m¼1

PL
l¼1C

0
lpvlmwklG0

kp

� �
B0
mp
umi � μ

h i2

P

vuut
(27)

where,

μ ¼
PP

p¼1
PM

m¼1
PL

l¼1C
0
lpvlmwklG0

kp

� �
B0
mp
umi

P
(28)

where, STD and μ are standard deviation and average of data points, respectively.
The relative standard deviation of estimates is given by

RSTD ¼ STD
μ

� 100% (29)

3. Online estimation results and discussion

As a part of ATC dynamic modeling, online estimation of the model parameters
from flight data is carried out using Neural partial differentiation (NPD) method
[26], and estimates are compared with that obtained by Maximum likelihood esti-
mation (Output Error Method). The model structure of the dynamical ATC is given
by [27].

y ¼ x1β1 þ x2β2 þ x3β3 þ e (30)

where y is the number of control events that occurred in unit time, which
represents an ATC workload, x1 is the total number of arriving aircraft during a unit
time, x2 is the total number of departing aircraft during a unit time, x3 is the total
number of flyover aircraft during a unit time. ATC model parameters β1, β2, β3 in
(Eq.(30)) are coefficient terms which are needed to be estimated for a given set of y
and x1, x2, x3 values, and e is a random error term represents model uncertainty. A
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neural model of ATC has been established by training of the input–output flight
data. An approach of Neural Partial Differentiation (NPD) can be applied to extract
the model parameters β1, β2, β3 . From the neural model of ATC, and their
corresponding standard and relative standard deviations can compute using
(Eq.(27)) and (Eq.(29)). Figure 7 shows responses of the input signals x1, x2, x3ð Þ to
the neural network and the output signal of workload y, represent the number of
control events in a unit time. The dotted red color line indicates the output of
trained neural network as estimated output, which reasonably matches with mea-
sured data of workload. Figure 8 shows the estimated model parameter using the
NPD method concerning the different data points. The variation of these parame-
ters for the number of iterations is shown in Figure 9. As the number of iterations
increases, the parameters attain a stable value of its estimates.

Unlike the OEM approach, initial values of model parameters are not needed in
the application of NPD method, but it requires apriori structure of the model. The
initial values of parameters are chosen as β1 0ð Þ ¼ 0:0001, β2 0ð Þ ¼ 0:0001, β3 0ð Þ ¼
0:0001 for the application of output error method (OEM) in comparison. The
responses of measured data of workload concerning control events and its estimated
responses using OEM are given in Figure 10. and found that they are in close
agreement with others. The results of the estimated parameters are tabulated in
Table 2. The relative standard deviation of estimated parameters is computed in
percentage and separately given in parenthesis. These values denote the confidence
level of the corresponding estimate. It can be observed from Table 2 that Neural
Partial Differentiation (NPD) approach estimated parameters with less relative
standard deviation compared to the output error method (OEM). As a result,
estimated parameters of ATC dynamic model using NPD are more accurate in
comparison with the Maximum likelihood (OEM) estimates.

The estimated ATC model is verified by the model validation as it is the last
process in the model building procedure. For this, the complementary data set of
input and output (other than the data used for the training of neural network) are
used to predict the neural model of ATC. Figure 11 shows how the measured
response of workload compared with a predicted neural model of ATC and the
estimated model by OEM. The validation of the model showed that match between
the complement data response and predicted neural model response is good

Figure 7.
Responses of measured data and neural dynamical model of ATC.
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agreement compared to the response of OEM estimated model. Such compared
result reconfirms that parameter estimates by NPD are closer to the actual values.
Finally, this ensures that the dynamic model of ATC has been accurately identified.
Subsequently, we can use (Eq.(10)) and correctly estimated ATC model to predict
the capacity of a sector by reducing the inequality relation (Eq.(2)) into.

2:652x1 kð Þ þ 1:339x2 kð Þ þ 1:744x3 kð Þ≤ 2880
E Xð Þ , k ¼ 1, 2, 3, … ,N (31)

Based on the analysis of Kunming TMA data with computation of average time
interval E Xð Þ ¼ 47:21 with ¼ 2:25, an upper bound of ATC workload of
2880=47:21 ¼ð Þ61 can be computed for applying to the inequality relation (Eq.
(31)). Figure 12 shows the numerical simulation result of that relationship as a
capacity curve to predict the air traffic capacity. Based on the number of flyover
aircraft x3, either possible cases of the number of arriving aircraft x1 or the number
of departing aircraft x2 can be adjusted according to within the capacity curve. As a

Figure 8.
Variation in estimated parameters with respect to data points using NPD.

Figure 9.
Variation in estimated parameters w.r.t. number of iterations using NPD.
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result, air traffic capacity can be directly predicted from three-dimensional
Figure 12. For a wide range of operation varies from less to more traffic congestion
scenario with multi-dimensional tasks, postulated linear model might not be

Figure 10.
Responses of measured and estimated workload using OEM.

Parameters NPD OEM

β1 2.652 (2.52 1) 2.8939 (2.90)

β2 1.339 (2.405) 1.4634 (5.87)

β3 1.744 (1.659) 1.5799 (7.16)
1The values in parenthesis denote relative standard deviation values in percentage.

Table 2.
Analysis of estimated parameters.

Figure 11.
Validation of estimated dynamic model of ATC.
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sufficient to obtain a valid model of ATC. In such a case, research work on a
nonlinear model of ATC can be considered as future work.

4. Conclusions

ATC dynamical model-based airspace sector capacity has been estimated. The
Neural Partial Differentiation (NPD) and Output Error Method (OEM) are used as
parameter estimation methods for this purpose. Neural Partial Differentiation
(NPD) approach is applied to recorded data of the third sector of Kunming TMA to
estimate the ATC dynamic model parameters. For this purpose, a primarily neural
model of multi-input- single-output (MISO) ATC system is established. NPD
method is employed to extract the model parameters from the experimental data,
and the estimated parameters are compared with estimates obtained from the
Output Error Method. We found that estimated parameters by NPD are much
closer to the actual values compared to the estimates by OEM. This is because of 1)
estimated parameters by NPD are having less relative standard deviation and 2)
model validation results show that predicted neural model response is well matched
with the response for the compliment dataset of ATC workload. Since the initial
values of parameters are not available in a practical situation as well as OEM
requires these initial parameters, the neural network approach works well with the
experimental data. Finally, terminal airspace sector capacity curve has been devel-
oped to predict the air traffic capacity with permissible separation and affordable
workload.
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Capacity curve.
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Nomenclature

x1 Total number of departing aircraft during an unit time
x2 Total number of arriving aircraft during an unit time
x3 Total number of flyover aircraft during an unit time
θ ¼ β1, β2, β3 ATC model parameters
G :ð Þ Number of control events
e Random error due to model uncertainty
STD Standard deviation of data points
μ Average of data points
RSTD Relative standard deviation of estimates

Abbreviations

NPD Neural Partial Differentiation
ATC Air Traffic Controller
MISO Multi Input Single Output
OEM Output Eroor Method
TMA Terminal Maneuvering Area
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Appendix A: Output error method

In the output error method (OEM), the unknown parameters are obtained by
minimization the sum of weighted square differences between the measured out-
puts and model outputs. The estimation problem is non-linear because of unknown
parameter appears in the aircraft equations of motion and they are integrated to
compute the states. Outputs are computed from states, control input and parame-
ters using the measurement equation. Iterative nonlinear optimization techniques
are required to solve this nonlinear estimation problem [28–30].

The mathematical model aircraft is assumed to be describe following general
linear dynamics system representation.

_x tð Þ ¼ Ax tð Þ þ Bu tð Þ, x t0ð Þ ¼ x0
y tð Þ ¼ Cx tð Þ þDu tð Þ
z tkð Þ ¼ y tkð Þ þ v tkð Þ, k ¼ 1, 2, 3, …N

(32)

where x is the (nx þ 1) state variables, u the (nu þ 1) control input vector, y the
(nz þ 1) system output vector, and measurement vector z is sampled at N discrete
points. The Matrices A,B,C and D contain the unknown system parameters and are
given by

Θ ¼ ½ Aij, i ¼ 1 to nx; j ¼ 1 to nx
� �T Bij, i ¼ 1 to nx; j ¼ 1 to nx

� �T

Cij, i ¼ 1 to ny; j ¼ 1, nx
� �T Dij, i ¼ 1 to ny; j ¼ 1 to nu

� ��T
(33)

In oder to estimates the likelihood function to estimates the parameter of
dynamic system represented in (Eq.(32)), the following assumption:

• The exogenous input sequence u tkð Þ, k ¼ 1, 2, 3…N½ � is independent of the
system output.
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• The measurement errors v tkð Þ ¼ z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ � at different discrete points are
statically independent, the assume to be distributed with zero means and
covariance matrix R, that is, E v tkð Þ ¼ 0,E v tkð ÞvT tlð Þ� � ¼ Rδkl

�

• The system is corrupted by measurement noise only.

• Control input u tkð Þ are sufficiently and adequately (i.e. in magnitude and
frequency) varied to excite directly or indirectly the various modes of the
dynamics system being analyzed.

The maximum likelihood output error estimates of unknown parameters are
obtained by minimizing the negative logarithm of the likelihood function. Figure 13
shows a block schematic of the output error method (OEM). The cost function of
this method is considered in (Eq.(34)).

J Θð Þ ¼ 1
2

XN

k¼1

z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �TR�1 z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ � þN
2
ln ∣R∣ (34)

Where is covariances matrix of the residuals and estimates can obtain from the
(Eq.(35)). When started from suitably specified initial valus, the estimates are
iteratively updated using Gauss-Newton method.

R ¼ 1
N

XN

k¼1

z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �T z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ � (35)

The algorithmic steps of OEM are given below.

Figure 13.
Block schematic of the output error method.
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Give the initial value of the Θ, i.e. Θ0 . It may also consist of initial value of states
x0 if not known and biases in measurements Δz if required.

Step 1: Set iteration = 1.
Step 2: Compute the response and cost function J:

_x tð Þ ¼ Ax tð Þ þ Bu tð Þ
y tð Þ ¼ Cx tð Þ þDu tð Þ

R ¼ 1
N

XN

k¼1

z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �T z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �

J ¼ 1
2

XN

k¼1

z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �TR�1 z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ � þN
2
ln ∣R∣

(36)

Step 3: Perturb the parameter j, i.e., Θ j to Θi þ ΔΘi, so that system matrices
becomes ApBpCpDp.

Step 4: Compute the perturbation responses and update on Θ.

_xp tð Þ ¼ Apxp tð Þ þ Bpu tð Þ
yp tð Þ ¼ Cpxp tð Þ þDpu tð Þ

∂y tð Þ
∂Θj

¼
yp tð Þ � y tð Þ
h i

ΔΘj

ΔΘJ Θð Þ ¼
XN

k¼1

∂y tkð Þ
∂Θj

� �T
R�1 z tkð Þ � y tkð Þ½ �

Δ2
ΘJ Θð Þ ¼

XN

k¼1

∂y tkð Þ
∂Θj

� �T
R�1 ∂y tkð Þ

∂Θj

� �

Θ ¼ Θþ Δ2
ΘJ Θð Þ� ��1 ΔΘJ Θð Þ½ �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(37)

Step 5: Increment the iteration count and jump back to step 2 to continue until
the cost function reduces to zero approximately. Thus estimated parameter Θ is the
updated at which cost function is minimized.
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Chapter 6

Human Factors Quality Control in 
Air Traffic
Muhammad Usman Tariq

Abstract

Every living person, from infants to older people, gets affected by internal and 
external factors. There are numerous researches and writings related to humans and 
these various factors. Human factors are recognized since the start of the human 
race. The awareness of the impacts of our environment is not new to humans. The 
focus in this chapter is upon those factors which can create an impact on aircraft 
mechanisms and air traffic controllers. These factors include human, psychological, 
work conditions, training, health conditions, environment, societal, and train-
ing. These factors must be quality controlled to minimize the errors in the critical 
domain of air traffic. A reduction in the number of errors will allow the perfor-
mance to be higher and lowers the chances of fatal accidents.

Keywords: quality, human factors, qms, aviation

1. Introduction

Defining the term “Human Factors” is somehow challenging. When we think 
about the factors which may impact humans, it is understandable that the list is 
long and diverse from one person to another. It includes the diversified societal, 
geographical, and environmental differences related to those people. It possibly is 
more suitable to predict the concept instead of becoming entangled in setting an 
all-inclusive definition [1]. Any factor that impacts a human’s performance anyhow 
then becomes of those beings that can be assessed to determine the impact upon 
the person. Trying to group these factors even into comprehensive groups can 
restrict our focus. Every person shares the majority of aspects to some extent. A 
reduced number of human factors may smear only to finite numbers of people or 
professions [2, 3].

Most of the factors which impact one group will influence the other with 
equivalent effect [4]. There are some features of the work for each group that makes 
them more inclined to affect by various factors and less so much from others. The 
communal thread, which relates these two groups, is concentration and focus. 
A deficiency can have calamitous consequences on the flying community [5, 6]. 
While air traffic controllers are at work at the moment of flight, it would make 
their requirement for focus and concentration more [7]. Still, when pondering the 
implication of a stick failure because of the lack of tightening a bolt or negligence of 
a moving part because of the lack of lubrication, it becomes evident that they were 
because of the lack of focus eventually the impact can have severe results. There are 
various kinds of work based on the common theme of aviation [8].
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Moreover, the failure of a person to do efficiently has reflective impacts on 
protecting the National Air Space. Flight attendants have more awareness than the 
air traffic controllers than many aviation medical officers. However, some aviation 
medical officers perform physical tests on the air traffic controllers and understand 
the job responsibilities. As aviation officers do not have medical certifications, their 
importance and job function is not recognized by much of the aviation community, 
who do not directly contact them. A brief introduction to both kinds of work will 
be explained to understand the tasks of the environmental factors that may occur 
with either group [9]. Air Traffic Controllers can work commonly for five types 
of employers. Many of the civilian controllers are working under Federal Aviation 
Administration [10]. The other two nationally employed Air Traffic Controllers 
are those who are present on duty within the armed forces and those employed 
under Defense Department. Not all, but many smaller airfields had air traffic 
control services outsourced by the Federal Aviation Authority in some previous 
years. These Air Traffic Controllers are employed for private firms that manage the 
Federal Aviation Authority contract for that facility. Lastly are the private contract 
towers [11].

An example of this can be any airfield or Boeing field retaining air traffic 
controllers not assisting a federal contract. As the Federal Aviation Authority 
is involved with employee air traffic controllers, the remaining discussion will 
mainly be focused on this group. In this group, there are especially four sub-groups, 
sometimes stated as options. Three of them have direct responsibility and contact 
for guiding aircraft [12]. The fourth Autonomous Flight Safety System (AFSS) 
has a partial contract with aircraft in flight, based on the facility, first is the choice 
typically concepts of the public. Visual inspection is the pillar boosted by the 
usage of radar. As significant, complex fields radar is a virtual requirement [13]. 
They perform moving aircraft on the ground, aligning them for departure, and 
setting the preliminary headings instantly after departure [14]. They also have a 
responsibility for airplanes approaching the airport for landings. In three of the four 
options, the foremost task of the air traffic controllers is to help the pilot sustain 
the separation of their airplane from those around them [15]. The airport’s size, the 
number of runways, and the schedule of departures and landings impact the work’s 
complications; another option with a direct connection with the airplanes is the air 
route traffic control center (ARTCC). The kinds of facilities are for management 
of aircraft flying once they have recognized their air routes. They are not limited to 
commercial air transportation, though most of their traffic arrives from the higher 
altitude, lengthier distance type of flying. Radar is utilized for this control again. 
The facilities employ hundreds of controllers [16].

Automated Flight Service Stations (AFSS) are another type of air traffic control 
facility. They do not actively separate the aircraft; these stations get the flight 
schedules and provide weather details to the pilots for their flight route. They also 
help pilots in locating their position when they have no surety about their location. 
The usage of triangulation and radio does it [17, 18]. There are three types of work 
that fall under the aviation mechanic. The first one is the power plant mechanic. 
The second one is the airframe mechanic who performs the airframe and control 
services. As the name suggests, work performed has to do with the engine parts of 
the aircraft. The second type is the airframe mechanic, which works. Both power 
plants and airframe mechanics hold mechanical type certificates from the Federal 
Aviation Authority [19, 20].

A mechanic without a certificate may work on aircraft, though, requires to be 
under the direct regulation and control of another having a certificate. The third 
is the avionics personal integrated with the airplane’s communication, radio, and 
compass elements. Again these elements contribute to a secure and safe .flight of 
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the aircraft and vital tolls for the pilot [17]. Now we will look into the human quality 
factors of these occupations after refreshing the basics of the aviation mechanics 
and air traffic controllers. Instead of covering each vocation distinctly concerning 
each general element, it seems less monotonous to cover most aspects and explain 
how they impact the profession [21].

2. Health conditions

Air traffic controllers in the Federal Aviation Authority have health standards 
and go through regular check-ups based on the age and controllers’ options. Except 
if employers cover them, mechanics do not possess a set of health standards [22]. 
The primary concern is those health conditions that can cause the person’s abrupt 
and or subtle exhaustion. Definitely, during a crucial time in the control of an air-
plane, a sudden breakdown could be distressing. The area gets much of the concen-
tration when recognizing the health clearance [23, 24]. Though just as challenging 
and correspondingly as troublesome are the subtle exhaustions, those conditions, 
though they do not take one off the job, similarly do not let employees perform at 
100 percent of their potential. It would be the case of mild or moderate breathing 
issues, cardiac arrest untreated, the disturbing headache, and the whole extent of 
other conditions which are both disrupting and physically draining for any reason. 
Aside from climbing stairs to access a tower, most of the work is air traffic control is 
inactive or walking and standing in a comparatively small area [5, 25, 26].

Though the same cannot be assumed for the mechanic. They function in 
troublesome places and large working areas, as the physical issue can significantly 
impact their work [27]. Instead of grabbing the appropriate tool or seeing the 
manual, utilizing a shortcut or presumption in this area could prove distressing. 
Insufficient strength in fastening and unfastening the nuts and bolts because of 
the neurological or musculoskeletal condition could eventually generate a problem 
[28, 29]. Also, states that impact the entire agility could transform into a less than 
required work effort. These health conditions affect human factors, which ulti-
mately create an impact on job performance. Because of the public trust and work’s 
nature, these jobs differ from the typical professions [30, 31].

Keeping that recognition in mind is significant to avoid potentially adverse 
human factors [32]. Physical ability can have some impact on the job performance 
of both aviation mechanics and air traffic controllers. Height can act as an obstacle 
required to be handled by the air traffic controller [33]. The most common would 
be an individual height about the view from a tower or a piece of equipment. 
For the aviation mechanic, both height and body physique can generate issues. 
Because of the work’s nature, sometimes convenience into a limited work area 
becomes a need of the job. If they cannot access the job, a different individual will 
perceptibly have to do that job [34]. The grave concern is when they have to work 
hard to body physique to perform the task. The work quality can be compromised, 
which would not be tolerable. When all probable, spaces to alleviate the impact of 
body physique should be raised [35]. Moreover, some people have physical traits 
which, for any reason, make their work much easier for them in comparison to 
their colleagues [36].

3. Psychological conditions

Distinct thinking and sustaining concentration and focus on tasks at hand are 
symbols of excellent performance in air traffic controllers and airplane mechanics. 
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Many professions need complete focus when working. It cannot be highlighted 
enough that these kinds of jobs, at times, do not endure errors [37, 38]. Numerous 
psychological conditions can impact workgroups, individual performance, and 
impact on other people’s environments. Situational stress and depression states 
might be the most common mental conditions that can impact employees [39]. The 
extent of the effect on a person and his colleagues is pervasive and versatile. Then 
again, some people essentially explore comfort and relief in the workplace if situ-
ational stress is an outcome of factors outside of their employment [9, 40].

Many of them work without issues during those times as work allows a genuine 
break from specific problems and thoughts. These people seem to be those who 
entrenched the capability to concentrate while performing delicate parts of the 
safety of their job. It effectively becomes automatic when starting these jobs [22]. 
Others are not as self-controlled, allowing thoughts and feelings to interrupt and 
hinder their concentration and focus [41]. Indeed, if the work environment creates 
the root of the depression, then arriving at the workplace would not be a seamless 
situation [42, 43]. Those impacted by stress, colleagues, and managers require to 
keep in mind the changing character of the human mentality. It is always assumed 
that 90 percent of the issues are caused by ten percent of the employees [44]. The 
group of people who might not have adequately identified personality disorders, 
though their societal behaviors and character make them very problematic to man-
age in the workplace. Their colleagues and managers mainly recognize their impact. 
So these employees can easily make their problem, the problem of their workplace 
[43]. The condition can profoundly affect the workplace and creates a troublesome 
situation where such an individual is working. Then there are also employees with 
a direct personality disorder that either has been identified or identified if the 
individual ever required professional aid [6, 45].

Possibly the worst of ten percent, their vital task in life is to make enemies with 
people around them. The causes for these actions are recognized, and they generate 
disruption and devastation in the staff, which is very factual. Again because of the 
several regulations, rights, and rules all distinct employees get, it is problematic to 
handle them. Lastly, come those employees who may be honestly psychotic [46]. 
When they beat the clinical level, still have not performed obvious actions to cause 
their displacement, they are very troublesome [12, 47].

Many other conditions involving anxiety and depression leave the individual 
with the information that they are distressed and may not be appropriate for 
specific jobs. Not always so with the psychotic person [48]. There is no requirement 
for discussing the issues related to shifting the acts and thoughts of a delusional and 
paranoid individual to the radar screen, safe repairing of a powerplant, and skies. 
Workload, scheduling, budget, and various other factors make it very troublesome 
to recognize some of these problems. Identifying the potential issue would be the 
primary step which can be and is frequently impractical at times. However, the 
psychological factors which can generate an unfortunate outcome may well be close 
to the top of the list concerning the rate of occurrence [24, 49].

4. Societal issues

General society is just a reflection of several smaller social groups. There are 
people employed in and around the world of aviation from smaller groups, with 
fewer smaller groups confined within that world. Then there come the clicks 
which form in any work environment. As various flight specialists will recognize, 
an increased number of air traffic controller interviews, for any reason, make the 
declaration that they are the best in the system. The origin for this comes from a 
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procedure in training future Air Traffic Controllers. It is perceived that they should 
have confidence and are told that they are the finest in the system. Now the reason 
here is deficient though the outcome of being inculcated in that way is fundamen-
tal. Not all air traffic controllers fall victim to that thought. However, many will 
repeat the phrase repeatedly as it is said that often saying something makes people 
feel that there can be any truth in the statement [50, 51]. The fundamental human 
factor issue comes from the lack of tolerance and competition that various air traffic 
controllers have. As they feel their plan is the only plan, it then follows that others 
must be doing it inaccurately. It can create unnecessary friction and discussion 
between the employees [52]. Moreover, if a person seriously thinks about it, there is 
a chance to obstruct the adapting or learning procedure. On the contrary, it could be 
said with rationality that competition is healthy. Societal characteristics, situations, 
and problems outside the workplace can influence anyone [22, 53].

5. Work conditions

As the total environment for a person can be segmented into various aspects, it is 
sometimes troublesome to keep these arbitrary divisions to the least. For example, 
working conditions will involve the physical setup of the workplace, equipment 
arrangement, accessibility of specific tools utilized in work performed [43, 54].

In the Air Traffic Controllers environment, the setting of equipment, towers, 
radios, displays, signal beacons, and other equipment segments can differ signifi-
cantly from capacity to capacity. Research, study, time, and energy are invested in 
the settlement, arrangement of displays for computers and radar, display colors, 
chair types, and all the several equipment pieces required to perform their jobs 
[55]. Some management officials in the aviation industry feel there is an increased 
background noise during their connection with the flights. The noise comes from 
the air traffic controllers when they talk among themselves [56]. To avoid these, 
officials have placed carpeting in the trashcans to limit the sound of waste sub-
stances dropping to them [57, 58]. These are just utilized as instances of the thought 
procedures and considerations given to the alterations in the work environment of 
the air controllers. Another stimulating habit adopted by controllers, especially in 
the tower environment, is the rule recognized when approaching an air traffic con-
troller on position the person wants to speak. Generally, the person will wait until 
the controller is talking on the radio before speaking to them. In the dynamic space, 
officials cannot understand if two persons speak at once but can talk to one and 
identify another person trying to speak to them [25, 26]. At a suitable time, the con-
troller can identify the individual and start the conversation. The aviation mechanic 
is conditional to a more evolving environment based on the type of employer and 
work [59]. They can differ from working at the same place daily to working outside 
the airplane. The regulations and rules explain that they must have technical guides 
at hand when employed on an aircraft. The easy accessibility of these documents 
and manuals can influence their performance [10].

The settlements of the tools and equipment for them to carry out their tasks 
will make their jobs more accessible, and if they are not adequate for the job and 
cannot repair, it makes their work difficult [60]. The number of disruptions they 
may experience in their work and then the availability of the telephone will have an 
influence. When the mechanics are in the middle of servicing or assembling an air-
plane component, they require tracking the procedure and ensuring they finalize all 
the steps [61]. Not tightening a bolt or, in fact, over-tightening it can be destroyed. 
Working on some types of machinery can put the mechanic into a physical place-
ment that can be uncomfortable and impact work performance [62].
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6. Environment conditions

The temperature and lighting are appropriately controlled and kept persistent 
for the air traffic controller. The air traffic controllers work in the weather condition 
from a tower, and the mechanic may work in the weather. The tower controller has 
to handle the weather and night and day lightening at the different airports [59]. 
Again, it does not take much of an idea to visualize how the various times of day, 
cloud cover, and sun positioning can affect the tower cab [63]. At the same time, the 
temperature can vary slightly due to the comparatively large amount of glass pres-
ent. The aviation mechanic does not have the same benefit when it comes to weather 
conditions at the controller. Functioning in extreme heat and cold can affect the 
health of a person [64].

7. Training

The inclusiveness and depth of training can differ from individual to individual 
and also between job types. There is an issue to permit access to training due to 
extensive contemplations and the demand on the other side when the academic 
procedure is completed. The all-inclusive and in-depth training is the better option. 
The air traffic controllers cannot understand if the training is too restricted even if 
the problem exists [36].

8. Conclusion

Various factors have been discussed in detail that allows the air traffic con-
trollers, managers, quality management staff, quality control officers, auditors, 
employees, and people involved in the process improvement. However, the 
provided factors are a non-exhaustive list that could expand to other unknown or 
unknown factors. Everyone should play an important role in sustaining the high-
quality levels and avoiding errors that could be fatal. Organizations need to measure 
their performance and monitor the error rate continuously to avoid any future 
accidents.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 7

Understanding Aviation English: 
Challenges and Opportunities 
in NLP Applications for Indian 
Languages
Saptarshi Paul

Abstract

English is a language that is understood, spoken and used by citizens of a diverse 
array of countries. The speakers include both native and non-native speakers of 
English. NLP or Natural Language Processing on the other hand is a branch of 
computer science that deals with one of the most challenging aspect that a machine 
can process: dealing with Natural Languages. Natural languages which have evolved 
over centuries are complete, diverse and highly complex and thus are challenging 
for a computer system to understand and process. MT or Machine Translation 
is a more specific part of NLP that translates one natural language to another 
(English being one of the major researched and sought after languages among 
them). Though research in the field of NLP and MT has come a long way and many 
efficient translators are available, still Translation and other NLP applications in 
specialized domains such as aeronautics are still today a challenge for NLP research-
ers and developers to achieve. NLP applications are often used in education of 
English Language, and are therefore a continuous process for Non-Native speakers 
of English. Non-native English speakers take help of various NLP tools such as 
E-Dictionary, MT applications and others to better understand the English lan-
guage and thus learn it better and faster. Aviation English poses a challenge to MT 
systems and understanding it as a whole requires specialized handling as it has own 
phonetic pronunciations and terminologies and constituent Out-Of-Vocabulary 
words. Dealing with Aviation English calls for teaming up of experts from Applied 
Linguistics, NLP and AI. As a result it becomes a cross-research discipline that cov-
ers situations that demand real time use of proper language, e.g. ATC communica-
tions. This Paper aims to discuss most recent research methodologies that deals with 
the Aviation English and reviews the problems posed by it. Being a specialized and 
structured form of English, the problems are faced by both native and non-native 
speakers of English Language. Discussion is carried out in the relevant and recent 
advances of methods in dealing with aviation English language challenges from 
both, the Human (ICAO/DGCA/AAI) as well as NLP angle. Lastly we have a look at 
how these challenges are linked to scope for development of applied technologies. 
Research in experiential Aviation English situations deals with both English for 
Specific Purposes - ESP (Aeronautics in our case) as well as situations in English as a 
Foreign Language i.e. EFL (English-Indian language pair).

Keywords: English, Aeronautics, NLP, AAI, ICAO, DGCA
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1. Introduction

In order to deal with specialized domains such as Aviation, Aero-Science, 
Aeronautics manufacturing and maintenance, Translation applications till today 
depends on Human assisted machine translation systems rather than fully auto-
mated and autonomous ones. The real challenge is posed by the unique structured 
words, OOV words and phraseologies that these domains consist of. One such 
domain is Aviation. It has evolved completely based on technical OOV words and 
sentences and has constantly enriched itself with words that are used in lieu of gen-
eral English-Language words. For each and every component in aviation is unique 
and thus, this domain has evolved as a specialized branch making use of many but 
not all English-Language words. These words constitute the sentences in aviation 
and are thus untranslatable through standard translators like Google-Translate and 
Microsoft Translator Bing. In this paper, discussions will aim to provide a detail look 
at the constituent parts of the Aviation language and how it is a challenge for NLP 
applications such as Machine Translation. The discussion details how the Airport 
Authority of India and Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), India deals 
with training, testing and certification for Aviation English Language proficiency. 
The paper also has a look at how this domain has remained unexplored for Indian 
languages till the recent past. In the next phase the paper goes through the work that 
has been carried out for English-Bengali/other language pair. India being a country 
of non-native speakers of English Language makes it a challenging task. The scope 
that arises out of these challenges for researchers and developers are also discussed 
in the last section. Apart from databases and data repositories there happens to be 
a need for a well-researched and authored collection of tools and applications in 
English (monolingual) and English-other language pair (bilingual) that addresses 
the need for understanding and dealing with aviation English.

2. “ABC” of aviation English

Aviation domain demands that both the native and non-native speakers of 
English speak and spell the aviation words and sentences in the same way. This has 
been made possible by ICAO/DGCA which has fixed a standard dialog that is to 
be followed by all aviators, ATC controllers, ground crew, and maintenance and 
operation staff among others. Aircrafts and airlines are identified by their country 
of origin (VT for India) by combination of English alphabets (Alpha-Bravo-Charlie 
for ABC). The phonetic pronunciations of these alphabets are also fixed by the ICAO. 
Table 1 shows how the phonetic pronunciation of numbers in aviation, while Table 2 
show the English alphabets equivalent.

ICAO prescribed phonetic pronunciation for Numbers 0: ZE-RO 7: SEV-en

1: WAN 8: AIT

2: TOO 9: NIN-er

3: TREE Decimal: DAY-SEE-MAL

4: FOW-er Hundred: HUN-dred

5: FIFE Thousand: TOU-SAND

6: SIX —

Table 1. 
Phonetics for roman numbers as prescribed by ICAO [1, 2].
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Going by the above example if a flight is registered as “VT-SCA”, where “VT” 
means “VICEROYs TERRORITY” that is, the aircraft is registered with DGCA 
(INDIA). If it is to be addressed by the ATC as then controller will pronounce it as 
“VICTOR TANGO -SIERRA CHARLIE ALFA”. The same pattern is followed for all 
documentation such as incident reports, maintenance manuals and paper works in 
the aviation domain.

3. Aviation “Out of Vocabulary” words and phraseologies

Aviation sentences consist of structured and standard OOV words and phrase-
ologies combined with normal English words. Common example of such technical 
sentences is Notice to Airmen, better known as “NOTAM”. Aviation makes use of 
unique unheard of OOV words that are unique only to it. Example includes terms 
such as aircraft are known as ACFT, FL for Flight Level and such.

A: Al-FAH (ALFA) B: BRAH-VOH (BRAVO) C: CHAR-LEE (CHARLIE)

D: DELLTAH(DELTA) E: ECK-OH(ECHO) F: FOKS-TROT (FOXTROT)

G: GOLF (GOLF) H: HOH-TEL (HOTEL) I: IN-DEE-AH (INDIA)

J: JEW-LEE-ETT (JULIET) K: KEY-LOH (KILO) L: LEE-MAH (LIMA)

M: MIKE (MIKE) N: NO-VEM-BER (NOVEMBER) O: OSS-CAR (OSCAR)

P: PAH-PAH (PAPA) Q: KEH-BECK (QUEBEC) R: ROW-ME-OH (ROMEO)

S: SEE-AIR-RAH (SIERRA) T: TANG-GO (TANGO) U: YOU-NEE-FORM (UNIFORM)

V: VIK-TAH (VICTOR) W: WISS-KEY (WISKEY) X: ECKS-RAY (XRAY)

Y: YANG-KEY (YANKEE) Z: ZOO-LOO (ZULU) —

Table 2. 
Phonetics for alphabets as prescribed by ICAO [1, 2].

Name of airport IATA code ICAO code

Bagdogra IXB VEBD

Heathrow LHR EGLL

Los Angeles LAX KLAX

Patna PAT VEPT

Agartala IXA VEAT

Table 3. 
IATA and ICAO codes for a few airport names.

Aviation OOV Meaning in English

Circuit To circle at a particular altitude

Front Gear Set of wheels at the front

ALT Altitude

FLT Flight

EBOUND Going towards East

Table 4. 
Aviation OOV words and their meanings in English.
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All documentations in aviation, airports are known by either IATA location iden-
tifier or by ICAO four letter arrangements which are unique only to that particular 
airport. These arrangements are used by people related to aviation irrespective of 
them being Native or Non-Native speakers of English. The IATA and ICAO code of a 
few airports are as depicted in Table 3. We can see in Table 3, while IATA codes are 
all 3 letter words, ICAO are 4 letters. IATA stands for International Air Transport 
Association, while ICAO means International Civil Aviation Organization. 
Arrangements as such make hundreds of OOV words and have formed the basic 
vocabulary for aviation related documents. Table 4 presents with some examples of 
OOV words used in aviation.

4. Exploring the language aspect of AAI manual of air traffic services

India being a country of non-native speakers of the English language, Airport 
authority of India has made available-online the Manual of Air Traffic Services 
[3] for references of concerned parties. There are 17 chapters that can are listed in 
Table 5. In the table it can be observed that out of the 17 Chapters, Chapter 12 is 
concerned with the aviation phraseologies. Chapter 12 highlights how the OOV 
aviation words and general English sentences are combined together to form the 
various unique terminologies that are accepted all throughout the aviation domain. 
Chapter 14 emphasizes on the ATC-Pilot communications, which is again in avia-
tion English. Chapter 15 highlights the procedures for communication over the 
communication channel. To get a better idea of phraseologies used in aviation let us 
take a look at some examples and their respective meanings (Table 6).

Chapter 
number and 
name

Chapter 
number and 
name

Chapter 
number and 
name

Chapter 
number and 
name

Chapter 
number and 
name

Chapter 
number and 
name

1.
Document 
Identification 
and control

2.
Definitions

3.
General

4.
Air Traffic 
Services (ATS)

5.
Separation 
Methods and 
Minima

6.
Procedures in 
the vicinity of 
aerodromes

7.
Aerodrome 
control Services

8.
Radar Services 
and Procedures

9.
Flight 
information 
Services

10.
Coordination

11.
ATS Messages

12.
Phraseologies

13.
ADS services

14. Controller-
Pilot data link 
communications

15.
procedures for 
communication 
failures, etc

16.
Miscellaneous 
Procedures

17.
ATS Safety 
Management

Table 5. 
AAI MATS layout.

Aviation Phraseologies /Phrases Meaning

RVR NOT AVAILABLE Runway Visible Range not available

CANCEL OFFSET Instruction to rejoin cleared flight
route or other information

MAINTAIN VMC Maintain visual meteorological conditions

Table 6. 
Example of AAI MATS CHAPTER 12 phraseologies.
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There are hundreds of aviation phraseologies spanning from aircraft identifi-
cation to holding pattern that has to be known to people working in the aviation 
sector, especially pilots and ATC controllers. These phraseologies are arrangements 
of specific aviation domain words and general English ones.

5.  DGCA aviation English language proficiency training, test and 
certification

DGCA, India has devised a complete systematic procedure that provides training 
in real time application of Aviation English Language. It also covers radio-telephony 
English knowledge acquisition and communication skills over RF involving simu-
lated and real time learning environments for English as a Foreign specialized lan-
guage. As a case study the authors discusses in detail the way AEL is trained, tested 
and certified for the cadets/ candidates. The main aim of DGCA is to make sure that 
an applicant for Pilot license, ATC personnel, aircraft engineer and route navigator 
license to have the capability to communicate and understand the aviation English 
language used through RT to the level of required proficiency [4]. The CAR or 
better known as Civil Aviation Requirement is available according to the provisions 
of Aircraft rules of 1937-133A. It lays down the procedures for Training, Testing 
and Certification for Aviation English Language proficiency. The following Table 7 
gives us an idea of the candidates, evaluators, measures, metrics and measurements 
used to evaluate the Aviation English Language proficiency.

The multiple stages for proficiency in English language are as depicted in 
Table 8. The assessment parameters have 6 areas of specialization which are: 

Applicable to Evaluator Measures Measurements Metrics

A holder of Pilot’s (PP 
License, CP License, 
Airline Transport 
Pilot’s License (Fixed 
and rotary wings)
A holder of Flight 
Engineer’s License 
Route Navigator’s 
License
An holder of Air 
Traffic Services 
Personnel License

Interlocutor Language 
proficiency 
skills

Descriptor Minimum Age: 
16 years

Operational 
rater or 
Operational 
assessor

Rating scale Educational 
qualification: Class 10 
or equivalent

Rater or 
Assessor

Training: 200 to 
400 hours of aviation 
English language 
training

Table 7. 
DGCA aviation English language proficiency testing layout.

Stage Meaning Acceptable? Re-evaluate?-further action

1 Pre-elementary No More training suggested

2 Elementary No More training suggested

3 Pre-operational No More training suggested

4 Operational Yes Yes, after 6 years

5 Extended Yes Yes, after 6 years

6 Expert Yes No Re-evaluation required

Table 8. 
DGCA aviation English proficiency stages.
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pronunciation, structure, vocabulary, fluency, comprehension and interactions. 
Together they determine the linguistic performance of the candidate.

6. Language loss and deterioration

It is commonly observed from experience and practical observation that for 
non-native speakers of English, language loss is quite common. Deterioration in 
language proficiency of candidates for whom English is not the 1st language is also 
a common trait. In cases as such, candidates’ proper re-evaluation and assessment 
may be conducted according to ICAO norms for Aviation English. DGCA and other 
aviation regulatory bodies around the world endorse such progress.

7. The NLP angle

Natural Language Processing or in short NLP is an interesting branch of research 
that encompasses Artificial Intelligence, Neural Networks, Linguistics and an array of 
Natural Languages such as English, French etc. It aims to provide seamless translation 
from one natural language to another through translation and transliteration, among 
other applications such as part-of-speech tagging and E-dictionary. Though the use 
of monolingual NLP applications is found in the modern aviation services (IBM 
WATSON [5], AMRIT [6], BLEU [7] and PLUS [8]), it is hard and almost impossible 
to find bilingual translation services in regular real time use. The same goes for all 
Indian languages. Apart from incorporating the underlying rules of the concerned 
natural languages NLP has always strived to create monolingual and bilingual 
corpora that can assist in the translation and transliteration of the various natural 
languages. Specialized English applications such as Aviation / Aeronautics and similar 
streams have always posed a challenge to achieving the goals of NLP applications. The 
use of structured English words in aviation not only prevents proper translation but 
also Transliteration. Let us look at some examples of the mentioned problems.

8. Problem with direct translation and transliteration

The aviation OOV words cannot be directly translated and transliterated by 
standard translation applications like Google Translate and Microsoft translator 

Figure 1. 
Inability of Google TRANSLATE in handling aviation OOV words.
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Bing. Multiple attempts to translate and transliterate them have resulted in failure. 
Figures 1 and 2 shows the inability of standard translators to transliterate aviation 
OOV word.

9. Unavailability of E-dictionary and standard translation work

While standard E-Dictionaries are available in both online and offline form and 
in soft and hard copies it is special domains such as aviation where E-Dictionaries 
are not available. Before 2017 apart from TUAM-AVIATION [9] no translation/
transliteration work was taken up for aviation maintenance manuals, navigation 
manuals or such. This makes the work of dealing with aviation sequences all the 
more challenging.

10. Complex situation with Indian languages

Though in European countries and the USA (ASRS) [https://asrs.arc.nasa.
gov/] some attempts has been made to document maintenance, guidance and 
incident reports and manuals in the soft format and online versions, In India, no 
such attempts has been made. Although DGCA [http://dgca.nic.in/] maintains 
incident and accident summaries involving those happening in Indian Airspace, 
these reports are saved in PDF format. No attempt has been made to store these 
reports in a centralized repository, that can be used for further research or mining. 
These reports are neither categorized nor segmented, thus making them unsuitable 
for research and development purposes. Though TDIL (https://tdil.meity.gov.in/) 
holds a wide variety of Indian corpora and tools still resources for aeronautics and 
aero-space domain are completely absent. Making the matter more complex no 
database or corpora in India along with options for corresponding pronunciation, 
phonetic representation and meaning in any Indian languages are available for the 
aviation domain. Transliteration and Translation applications for Indian languages 
in aviation and aeronautics domain are non-existent. Though English is the medium 
of instruction in many institutions in India for non-native speakers of English, the 
availability of corresponding terms of these abbreviations in Indian languages and 
their meaning are a different aspect altogether. For many who wish to make into 
the lucrative career of maintenance, ATC, support staff and aviation-related jobs 
these transliteration and translation will be of much help. With the huge number 
of MRO and aircraft manufacturing companies starting production factories in 

Figure 2. 
Inability of Microsoft BING in handling aviation OOV words.
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India, Transliteration and Translation tools will be helpful in introducing potential 
candidates to the Aviation domain.

11. Unavailability of Monolingual and Bilingual Corpora

MT systems such as SMT and NMT are parallel corpora dependent. The absence 
of parallel corpus for any particular domain means that the MT application will not 
be able to translate the words and sentences (Figures 1 and 2). Before 2020 there 
were no parallel corpora available in the aviation domain for any Indian language. The 
first known corpora was proposed and completed by the faculties of Department of 
Computer Science, Assam University for English-Bengali Language pair. The corpus 
was developed, keeping in mind the complexity of the aviation domain and the vocabu-
lary size was determined through OpenNMT while training the NMT system. Given its 
uniqueness, the corpus consists of hundreds of aviation OOV words and phraseologies. 
The Corpus was made to go through pre-processing steps and thus cleaned, tokenized 
and lemmatized (for both English and Bengali languages). The source of the English 
aviation sentences ranges from NASA ASRS reports to AAI and DGCA reports.

12. Scope in MT and NLP

The challenges posed by aviation domain in the field of NLP, especially for 
Machine Translation also create a huge scope for researchers and developers. It is an 
unexplored avenue that needs immediate attention. It can open up huge opportu-
nity for researchers in the form of creating monolingual and bilingual corpora, both 
Preprocessing and post-processing tools and E-dictionaries among others. Some 
important work that has been carried out by faculties of Computer Science, Assam 
University, Silchar for the English-Bengali language pair in the aviation domain are 
as listed in the following Table 9 [1, 2, 10, 11].

Thus scope of work exists in implementation of E-Dictionary, Pre-processing 
tools, Post-Processing tools, text analyzers, and MT systems between English and 
Indian native languages for aviation, aero-space and other specialized and technical 
domains.

Name of the paper Contributions Published in

NLP tools used in civil aviation, A 
survey. (S. Paul B.S. Purkyastha, 
P. Das)

Survey and Identification of NLP 
tools used in the aviation Domain

IJARCS, Vol 9., No.2, March 
–April 2018, ISSN: 0976–5697, 
Page:110–114

English to Bengali Transliteration 
tool for OOV words common in 
Indian civil aviation (S. Paul, B.S. 
Purkaystha)

Design and Development of 1st 
known transliteration tool of 
aviation OOV words for English- 
Bengali language pair

JADMS, Volume 6, issue 1, 
April 2019, ISSN: 2393–8730

Bilingual Technical E-Dictionary 
for aviation OOV words. (S. Paul, 
B.S. Purkhyastha)

Design and Development of 1st 
known E-Dictionary for Aviation 
OOV words for English-Bengali 
pair

IJEAT,Volume9, issue 
2, December 2019, 
ISSN:2249–8958

Handling Aviation OOV words for 
Machine translation and corpus 
creation

Design and Development of 
Corpus Creation tool.
Translation Assistance tool for 
Bengali language

IJCSE, Volume 11, No.5
Sep-Oct-2020,
ISSN: 0976–5166

Table 9. 
List of work in the field of aviation domain for English-Bengali language pair.
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13. Importance of achieving phonetic equivalence

Aviation/Aeronautics English consists of OOVs, Phrases and Phraseologies in 
their hundreds, as a result in order to create a parallel corpus for English-Indian 
language requires us not only to create the native language equivalent translation 
but also the phonetic equivalent terms of the aviation OOV words. Phonetic equiva-
lence of OOV words can be created through use of a standard phonetic keyboard for 
that particular language. For Bengali the AVRO keyboard is a handy tool. Figure 3 
depicts the phonetic layout for the Avro Keyboard. Phonetic equivalent words are 
useful for development of transliterated words. Transliterated words play a huge 
role in creation of aviation and technical corpora / database.

14. Conclusion and future scope

The native Indian languages present a huge scope for researchers to work on, 
specially for technical and unexplored domains. Though untouched till 2017, but work 
has begun on the aviation domain for Indian languages (English-Bengali pair) and we 
can conclude with the following points: The first known implementation of English-
Indian language NMT based MT system for the aviation domain has been carried 
out and published with satisfactory results, is documented as “Detailed analysis of 
successful implementation of aviation NMT system and the effects of aviation post-
processing tools on TDIL tourism corpus”, Saptarshi Paul, Bipul Syam Purkaystha, 
Journal of KING SAUD university-computer and information sciences [12].

Scope exists for development of English-other native Indian languages MT 
systems and NLP tools.

Development of MT systems for specialized and technical domains such as 
Aero-Space, Aircraft Maintenance manuals etc. are still unexplored.

Future Scope of research and work exists for NLP applications for Foreign 
Languages- Indian Languages pair as well as Indian- Indian Languages pair too. We 
can list some of them as follows:

Creation of Chat bots for the aviation domain in Indian languages: This applica-
tion can help in reaching out to target audience and potential customers, chat bots 
are already in use for various tourism sites and can be easily extended for aviation 
related applications and WebPages.

Development of E-dictionary for Indian languages: As Indians are all non-native 
speakers of English so huge scope prevail in creation of aviation / aero-science 
E-Dictionaries.

Development of aviation Machine Translation systems: This application can 
find its use with travelers as well as people related with aviation industry. The 

Figure 3. 
Avro keyboard layout.
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ability to translate aviation related sentences from English/French to an array of 
Indian languages can also help people engaged in aviation sector in faster and better 
understanding the maintenance manuals of Boeing/Airbus/ATR etc. The above 
mentioned applications can all find its way into maintenance, repair, operations, 
and aeronautics training institutes. Apart from the mentioned points, academic 
interests may include development of Email filters, Smart assistants, Predictive 
analysis Digital phone calls, Data analysis and Text analytics among others for 
aviation sentences.

Though only a handful of NLP tools have been developed for English and Indian 
languages, the number of Translation tool is restricted to only one [13], that too at 
an experimental level.

Translation Tools between English and Indian Languages can not only be helpful 
for travelers but also for aspiring candidates appearing for various airlines regula-
tory bodies such as DGCA and AAI.

The non-native speakers of English can greatly benefit from these tools and MT 
applications in enhancing their skills and thus improving their chances of clearing 
the various tests and ultimately fulfilling their dream of reaching out to the sky.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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